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Abstract

Gravitational waves are predicted to exist by Einstein's Theory of General Relativ-
ity. The waves interact extremely weakly with the surrounding universe so only the
most massive and violent events such as supernovae and collisions of black holes or
neutron stars produce waves of sufficient amplitude to consider detecting. The Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) aims to pick up the signals
from these very faint waves.

LIGO directs much of its effort to the areas of disturbance rejection and noise
suppression to measure these waves. The work in this thesis develops an adaptive
modal damping control scheme for the suspended optics steering the laser beams in
the LIGO interferometers. The controller must damp high quality factor mechanical
resonances while meeting strict noise and disturbance rejection requirements with
the challenges of time varying ground vibrations, many coupled degrees of freedom,
process noise, and nonlinear behavior. A modal damping scheme is developed to
decouple the complex system into many simpler systems that are easily controlled. An
adaptive algorithm is then built around the modal damping scheme to automatically
tune the amount of damping applied to each mode to achieve the optimal trade-off
between disturbance rejection and noise filtering for all time as the non-stationary
stochastic disturbances evolve. The adaptation is tuned to provide optimal sensitivity
to astrophysical sources of gravitational waves. The degree of sensitivity improvement
is analyzed for several classes of these sources.
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Title: Professor of Physics

Thesis Supervisor: Kamal Youcef-Toumi
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The remaining years of this decade promise to be an exciting time for gravitational

wave astronomy. Current upgrades to existing gravitational wave observatories such

as the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) are likely to

make direct observations of these waves from massive compact events in space possible

for the first time. For some of these events, such as black hole mergers and early

universe processes, gravitational waves may be the only detectable radiation emitted.

For others such as supernovae, these waves can augment electromagnetic observations,

providing ever deeper astrophysical understanding.

Gravitational waves have not yet been directly observed because they interact

so weakly with any possible detector design. Consequently, the science available to

current (and foreseeable future) observatories is limited by many sources of noise.

One class of these noise sources for ground based detectors such as LIGO consists of

non-stationary disturbances coming through the ground. These disturbances are con-

stantly evolving in time depending on weather, tides, and man-made activities. Many

active control loops are involved to compensate for these disturbances to maintain

the detectors at a set operating point. The main contributions in this thesis target

the development of an adaptation algorithm to optimize certain control loops for the

observation of astrophysical sources of gravitational waves.
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1.1 Behavior of Gravitational Waves

Gravitational waves (GWs) are currently undetected phenomena predicted to exist

by Einstein's Theory of General Relativity. In this theory accelerating mass produces

GWs in a manner analogous to the way accelerating charges produce electromagnetic

waves. Additionally, GW's interaction with surrounding space is incredibly weak.

Only the most massive and violent events in the universe such as supernovae and

collisions of black holes or neutron stars produce GWs strong enough to consider

detecting [1].

The effect of GWs is quite different from electromagnetic waves. As they prop-

agate they compress and stretch space. Consider the ring of particles in Figure 1-1

below. If the axis of propagation is perpendicular to the page then the shape of space

is altered in the plane of the page, perpendicular to propagation. Two perpendicular

axes in this plane simultaneously have opposite effects; one is stretched while the

other is compressed.

y

h+®:xQQ CS~O
time

hxOOO )

Figure 1-1: Effect of a GW on a ring of particles. The top half shows the effect of a
wave polarized with axes, x and y, parallel to the vertical and horizontal axes of the
page. The lower half shows the effect of a wave polarized at 450 relative to the upper
wave. Space is alternately compressed and stretched along the wave's x and y axes
as it propagates through the plane [1].

The figure shows two different polarizations of a GW [14, 15]. Polarization is

defined as the tilt of the plane wave's x and y axis relative to the observer. The upper

half of the figure, h+, is a case when the polarization is parallel with the vertical and

horizontal axes of the page. The lower one is a case when the polarization is tilted

450. At the observational distances we are considering here, all waves are assumed to
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be planar.

The stretching of space is similar to the concept of mechanical strain in that it

is a proportional effect. If two objects are far apart, the distance between them will

change more than for two objects that are close together. The amount of strain

produced by a GW, h, is proportional to the strength of the wave. For a GW of

strength h, the specified distance L is altered by AL = hL. For more details on GWs

and associated general relativity see [14, 15].

1.2 Sources of Gravitational Waves

Sources of GWs that are expected to be strong enough for detection by current and

upcoming observatories include coalescing compact binaries, pulsars, supernovae, and

a stochastic background. These sources encode in their waves rich information about

general relativity and astrophysics. A non-exhaustive summary of these sources and

the scientific knowledge they encode in their waves is presented in this section. More

information can be found in [16, 17, 18].

1.2.1 Binary Inspirals

A binary inspiral is a coalescing pair of compact, massive objects such as black holes

and neutron stars. Such events begin with the objects orbiting around their common

center of mass. The orbital distance and period gradually decay due to energy loss

through the emission of gravitational radiation. The pair begins spiraling into the

center of mass and the GW signal increases both in frequency and amplitude creating

a chirp-like signal. Finally both objects crash into each other emitting a final burst

of gravitational radiation. Figure 1-2 plots the waveform for last 0.25 seconds of two

1.4 solar mass inspiraling neutron stars.

Inspirals are a potentially rich source of information. Their GWs encode informa-

tion about their population in the universe and mass and spin properties. The tidal

disruption of a neutron star merging into a black hole produces information on the

neutron star matter's equation of state of which there is still much uncertainty. The
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Figure 1-2: The last quarter second of an inspiral waveform for two 1.4 solar mass
neutron stars 100 Mpc from Earth.

merging of two black holes creates the most extreme warping of space time, providing

detailed information on the as yet untested nonlinear strong field dynamics of general

relativity.

1.2.2 Pulsars

Pulsars are rotating neutron stars that emit GW radiation due to their rotation. This

is another mechanism for neutron stars to emit observable gravitational radiation.

Spherical symmetry prevents wave emission, but if the star is slightly asymmetric (its

ellipticity) and rotating quickly enough, then waves strong enough to observe from

Earth may be produced at twice the pulsar's rotational frequency.

Long term observations of these waves as the Earth revolves around the sun reveal

to high precision the location in the sky of the pulsar, which enables the blending

of electromagnetic observations. Comparison's between GW and electromagnetic

observations can divulge inhomogeneities in the density of the pulsar and its ellipticity.

GWs can also carry more detailed information about the star's structure such as

the properties of its crust, crust-core interactions, viscosity, etc. There is also the

possibility of observing a so-called r-mode oscillation in fast spinning stars, which

is an unstable oscillation in the GW induced flow of material within the star. This

oscillation contributes to the strength of the waves, thus enhancing the oscillation

further until dissipative forces bring it to an equilibrium.
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1.2.3 Bursts

Bursts represent a class of cosmic events characterized by high energy output on short

time scales. One example is the type-II supernova, which is the explosive death of

a massive star and the subsequent collapse of the core to a neutron star or black

hole. The exact evolution of a supernova is not well known, so this source provides

an excellent opportunity to expand scientific knowledge of such phenomena. Many

of these events have already been observed through neutrino and electromagnetic

emissions. Merging these observations with concurrent GWs would produce a more

complete picture of these events than any that has been achieved to date. GW

emission requires the collapse of the stellar core to have spherical asymmetry, however

it is believed this is usually the case. For example, if the core is spinning its collapse

will not be symmetric and strong waves can be produced. Since these events lead

to neutron stars and black holes there is a considerable opportunity to study these

compact objects just as they are born in ways that are not achievable otherwise.

Gamma ray bursts include another set of possible sources in this class. These

events emit strong bursts of gamma rays over a period of a fraction of a second to

100 seconds. They are observed approximately once per day by dedicated satellites,

in particular by the Swift mission [19]. The specific triggers for gamma ray bursts

are not well formalized, but it is believed they come from a variety of sources such as

supernovae, accretion around a black hole, and the merger of compact binary objects.

1.2.4 Stochastic Background

Stochastic background radiation encompasses a final class of GWs. The background

could consist of either an incoherent superposition of many discrete weak sources or

primordial radiation from very early times following the Big Bang. The stochastic

signals are expected to be broadband and extremely weak. They are generally mod-

eled as being isotropic, stationary, and Gaussian, though these assumptions are not

necessarily true. There are many ways to break the anisotropy assumption. A simple

example is for a background dominated by discrete sources in the Milky Way, such
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as binary white dwarfs. Since the galaxy is not spherical the strongest signals would

point towards the bulk of the Milky Way in the sky. The stationary assumption is

reasonable given that the universe evolves on cosmological timescales that are much

greater than the anticipated lifetime of GW observation. The Gaussian assumption

is reasonable in particular for a background dominated by early universe radiation.

Current understanding of the nature of this background is rather poor. It is

unknown for instance which of the two stochastic components will dominate, the pri-

mordial radiation or the superposition of discrete sources. Conversely however, there

is room for large gains in knowledge. The primordial radiation, if visible, will contain

information about the universe as early as 10-22 s after the Big Bang. In comparison,

our current earliest view of the universe comes from Cosmic Microwave Background

Radiation (CMBR) originating at 10' years after the big bang [20]. Observations of

the stochastic background will help answer many of these unknowns.

1.3 LIGO

For the first time the direct detection of GWs may now be possible due to the work

of observatories such as the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory

(LIGO) [3, 21, 22]. To date, no direct detections of GWs have been made due to

the weak interactions of gravitational radiation. A typical wave produced from such

powerful sources as described in section 1.2 is expected to induce a strain of only 10-22,

about 104 times smaller than the diameter of a proton for the 4 km observation paths

used in LIGO. Earth-based detectors, such as LIGO, have the added complication of

natural and man-made noise traveling through the ground. Nearly all the work of

these detectors up to this point is focused on developing ways to amplify the signal

and reduce sources of noise that will wash out these infinitesimally small signals.

In order to bring observations of gravitational waves into the realm of regular

astronomy, the second generation of LIGO known as Advanced LIGO [3] is currently

under construction. Advanced LIGO increases the sensitivity of the first generation of

LIGO, known as Initial LIGO by tenfold over a broad frequency band. This increases
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the volume of space visible to LIGO by a factor of 1000, which brings the expected

GW detection rate from about once is a handful of years to as much as once a day.

1.3.1 Advanced LIGO Layout

Advanced LIGO installation is currently underway within the existing LIGO vacuum

envelopes at the two LIGO sites in Livingston, Louisiana and Hanford, Washington.

See Figures 1-3 and 1-4 for photos of these observatories. To improve upon the Initial

LIGO sensitivity nearly all hardware with the exception of the vacuum system itself

will be upgraded. These systems include seismic isolation, optics, and lasers [3].

Figure 1-3: A photograph of the LIGO Hanford Observatory in Washington State [2].

Each Advanced LIGO detector consists of a Michelson interferometer with 4 km

long Fabry-Perot cavities in each perpendicular arm, used to measure the differential

arm length caused by the passing wave. A long arm length was chosen in order to

maximize the length change induced by the strain of the wave. The interferometer

is housed in a vacuum envelope evacuated to about 10-' Torr to prevent interference

from gas particles.

Figure 1-5 shows the schematic diagram of these interferometers. The exact details

of how these detectors work are rather complicated, but the essential principles can
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Figure 1-4: A photograph of the LIGO Livingston Observatory in Louisiana. Courtesy
of Aero Data.

be described as follows. A laser injects 1064 nm (infrared) light into a beam splitter

that splits the light into the two orthogonal arms. A Fabry-Perot cavity in each arm

of the Michelson, comprising optics referred to as an input test mass (ITM) and an

end test mass (ETM), stores the laser light to increase the phase sensitivity of the

interferometer. The test masses are suspended as pendulums in order to isolate them

from ground motion and act as free test particles, such as those in the rings of Figure

1-1. A photon will make approximately 100 round trips between these optics in order

to amplify the length measurement of each arm. The light then recombines at the

beam splitter and continues on to a photodetector. Measuring the intensity of the

light at this photodetector provides a measure of the phase difference of the light in

each arm, and thus the differential length [1].

The purpose of multiple observatories is motivated by several factors. One is

to locate which part of the sky the GW came from and determine its polarization.

Another is to create veto scenarios so that GWs can be distinguished from local noise

sources such as a heavy truck driving down a nearby road. A GW of cosmic origin

should be present coincidentally at both sites whereas the truck will not.
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Figure 1-5: A top view of the optical layout of an Advanced LIGO observatory (not
to scale). A propagating GW passing through the observatory alters the differential
length of the two 4km perpendicular light storage arms. This differential length is
measured with the amplitude of the light on the photodetector. Adapted from [3].
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1.3.2 Sensitivity Limiting Noise Sources

In order to make the detectors sensitive enough to see GWs, many different sources

of noise and disturbances in the LIGO detection band (10 Hz to 8 kHz) have to be

eliminated or reduced. The dominating sources are categorized into seismic, gravity

gradients, thermal, and quantum noise. Quantum noise consists of both radiation

pressure and shot noise. Each source contributes to specific parts of the spectrum

[3]. Figure 1-6 shows each one relative to the Advanced LIGO design sensitivity. The

measured Initial LIGO sensitivity from the Livingston Observatory is included for

reference.

10-1 1016uantum Noise
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'10 - .Coating Brownian Noise
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Figure 1-6: Projected displacement spectral density for the Advanced LIGO design
with contributing noise sources. The strain spectral density sensitivity is found by
scaling the displacement down by 4000 m, the length of the interferometer arms. The
measured Initial LIGO displacement is plotted for reference. Adapted from [3, 4].

Seismic disturbances dominate at frequencies below about 10 Hz. The term seismic

is used to collectively refer to all sources coming through the ground. These sources

include actual seismic motion from tectonic plates and volcanic activity. However, it

also includes noise from ocean waves crashing onto the shores as well as man-made

activity. A nine order of magnitude attenuation is needed to meet the Advanced

LIGO sensitivity requirement at the 10 Hz start of the GW detection band.

The 10 Hz to 40 Hz region is dominated by radiation pressure noise, thermal noise,
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and a possible contribution from gravity gradient noise. Radiation pressure noise is

the disturbance from the momentum transfer of random numbers of photons from the

interferometer laser reflecting off the test masses. It scales with the square root of the

laser power [23]. The thermal noise in this band is associated with the mechanical

dissipation of the test mass suspension systems. Thermal energy in the materials

making up the suspensions (particularly the silica fibers supporting the test masses)

couple to the motion of the test mass along the interferometer axis. Gravity gradient

noise refers to classical (as opposed to relativistic) fluctuations in the local gravi-

tation field from variations in the distribution of nearby mass, particularly density

fluctuations in the local ground.

From about 40 Hz to 200 Hz radiation pressure combines with shot noise and ther-

mal noise in the test mass optical coatings to limit the sensitivity. Radiation pressure

and shot noise are both quantum noises associated with the random distribution

of discrete photons in the laser light. Radiation pressure physically moves the test

masses as described above, whereas shot noise is a sensing problem. The random

number of photons at any given moment falling on the photodetector measuring the

interferometer output generates the shot noise contribution. It scales with the inverse

square root of the laser power. Consequently, there is a fundamental design trade-off

when choosing the laser power since radiation pressure scales with the square root

of the laser power. Frequency dependent squeezing technology is currently under

development to improve upon this quantum noise trade-off [24]. The optical coating

thermal noise has the same process as the suspension thermal noise except that here

the source is in the coating on the test mass surface. Beyond 200 Hz shot noise will

be the sole dominating noise.

1.3.3 Seismic Isolation Systems

Advanced LIGO requires the installation of sophisticated seismic isolation systems

to reach design sensitivity in the seismic and thermal noise dominated band of the

spectrum. This isolation is achieved with three cascading systems. For the test

masses, where the noise contributions are most critical, these systems encompass a
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total of seven stages of both passive and active isolation. Figure 1-7 is an illustration

of how the three systems fit together in the vacuum chambers that house the test

masses. This section focuses on these particular test mass systems. Similar systems

with fewer stages exist for many of the auxiliary optics within the interferometer [25].

The first system, known as the Hydraulic External Pre-Isolator (HEPI), functions

outside the vacuum chambers that house the test masses and internal isolation sys-

tems. HEPI is a single stage that senses and actively removes ground motion by

about an order of magnitude between the frequencies of 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. Its specifi-

cations call for actuation in all six degrees of freedom (DOFs), force generation up

to 2000 N, a range of t1mm in translation, +1 mrad in rotation, and a noise floor

no greater than 10-9 m//Hz at 1 Hz. The actuation is applied to the four corners

of the support tubes that carry the internal seismic isolation systems. Bellows allow

the motion to be transmitted to the inside of the vacuum chamber. HEPI has in-

ertial and displacement sensors which feedback to collocated laminar flow hydraulic

actuators. Seismometers placed nearby on the ground further enhance isolation with

feedforward control [3, 5].

The second system, known as the Internal Seismic Isolation (ISI) system is shown

in a detailed drawing by Figure 1-8. It supports the suspensions inside the chambers

and is directly supported by HEPI. It is a two stage system providing both active

and passive isolation. The ISI has inertial and displacement sensors that feedback

to electromagnetic actuators to provide active isolation from about 0.2 Hz to 30 Hz.

The two stages are suspended by cantilever springs which provide passive isolation

beyond the bandwidth of the active isolation control. Overall, the ISI isolates by

about a factor of 300 at 1 Hz and 3000 at 10 Hz [3, 5].

The second stage of the ISI is equipped with an optical table from which a passively

isolating test mass suspension hangs. These suspensions are chains of four stages

hanging from each other, where the bottom stage is an interferometer optic serving

as a test mass. The test mass suspensions are known as the quadruple pendulum.

The quadruple pendulum is describe in detail in Chapter 2.

Advanced LIGO's non-test mass optics receive seismic isolation as well. Their
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Figure 1-7: Layout of the three cascading systems of seismic attenuation for Advanced
LIGO's test masses: HEPI, a single stage active isolation system external to the
vacuum chamber; The ISI, a two stage active and passive isolation system inside
the vacuum chamber; and a quadruple pendulum, a passively isolating system whose
bottom stage is a test mass. Adapted from [5, 6].
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Figure 1-8: The two stage active-passive Internal Isolation System (ISI). The ISI
is supported inside the vacuum system by HEPI. The ISI supports the quadruple
pendulum that suspends the ETM and ITM optics [3].
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isolation is achieved with simpler versions of the aforementioned systems, generally

with fewer stages. Details of these systems can be found in reference [25].

1.3.4 Problems and Challenges

To measure the weakly interacting gravitational waves, LIGO's test masses must have

a minimum relative displacement spectral density less than 10-19 m/ /Hz between

10 Hz and 10 kHz. This sensitivity is realized at the low end of LIGO's spectrum

through the advanced isolation systems described in Section 1.3.3. These systems have

many coupled degrees of freedom that must be controlled to properly steer the test

masses. LIGO requires that the overall relative root mean square (RMS) displacement

and orientation between the test masses be less than 10-15 m and 10-9 rad respectively

[26] as a result of the fact that the interferometer's sensitivity to higher order nonlinear

terms increases with large motions of the test masses and isolation systems. These

nonlinearities cause the generally low frequency ground vibrations to upconvert to

frequencies where LIGO hopes to measure GWs. Many of the nonlinearity sources

are either not measured or poorly understood, preventing their electronic subtraction

from the interferometer's output. Some of the known or suspected sources result from

laser light scattering off the walls of the interior vacuum system, laser light clipping

from falling off the optics, the approximately quadratic nature of the interferometer

output, higher order dynamics in the isolation systems, nonlinear actuator responses,

and creak (sliding dislocations) in the materials of the isolation systems.

Additionally, the seismic disturbances the LIGO observatories experience is not

constant in time. The magnitude of the noise changes depending on weather, earth-

quakes, and highly variable man-made (anthropogenic) disturbances. Ideally, all the

control loops would be designed with sufficiently large gains to keep the test masses

within an RMS of 10-5 m and 10-9 rad during the worst case seismic events. In

practice however, non-negligible sensor noise exists in many of the feedback control

loops, limiting these gains. Therefore it is likely that purely linear control of the

interferometer will not provide optimal GW sensitivity for all seismic disturbances.

Indeed, Initial LIGO's sensitivity evolved with the seismic disturbances. Figure
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1-9 illustrates an example of moderately large low frequency seismic disturbance up-

conversion at the Hanford Observatory during February of 2006. The top plot shows

different cases of disturbances between 0.1 Hz and 4 Hz. The lower plot shows the

resulting interferometer displacement sensitivity between 20 Hz and 200 Hz. In this

case upconversion was most apparent for the disturbance at 1.2 Hz. Historically, the

largest seismic disturbances experienced by Initial LIGO would move the interfer-

ometers so far beyond their linear range that they would go off-line until the period

passed.

Mid-Y ground inec : Black: non, Red: 0.75 Hz Blue: 1.2 Hz
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M
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Figure 1-9: Upconversion of seismic disturbances in Initial LIGO at the Hanford, WA
observatory during February 2006. Courtesy of Samuel Waldman.

To date, LIGO has devoted much effort to optimize the design of control ioops that
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position the interferometer's many coupled degrees of freedom while rejecting seismic

disturbances with the minimal amount of process noise. These control loops were

designed with many types of methods including traditional loop shaping techniques,

feedforward control, and modal damping [27, 4, 28, 29]. Certain adaptation tech-

niques have been explored as well. Driggers et al [27] explored adaptive feedforward

cancellation of seismic disturbances and Zuo [30, 31, 32] explored adaptive feedback

control of isolation systems with unknown or time-varying plant parameters. Refer-

ence [31] develops the concept of model reaching adaptive control. It improves upon

model reference adaptive control by defining a goal for the system's dynamics, rather

than its output. This change eliminates the need to measure ground disturbances.

Reference [32] employs a frequency shaped sliding control method to robustly handle

unknown or time varying system parameters.

1.4 Proposed Adaptive Approach for LIGO Sus-

pensions

Previous adaptive feedback work focused on unknown or time varying isolation table

parameters. It did not go as far as considering the pendulums or show how the

control or seismic disturbances influenced the output of the interferometer. At this

point in Advanced LIGO's development, the pendulums are well understood and their

parameters are static. Adaptive feedforward work did consider the interferometer

output under changing seismic conditions, but the adaptation was limited to time

scales longer than 10 minutes and it can be very computationally intensive for good

performance.

Additional gains could be made with adaptive feedback control on the pendulums

that takes directly into account the interferometer performance and unique aspects

of these pendulums. Such a controller would adapt its parameters in real-time in

some optimal way to balance the trade-off between rejecting non-stationary seismic

disturbances and the interferometer's sensitivity to upconversion. A need also remains
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to define the optimal trade-off directly in terms of LIGO's science goals. Adaptive

modal damping is developed to implement this real-time automatic tuning for the

case of the local damping of the quadruple pendulums, which is one component of

the interferometer's overall feedback control architecture. However, similar adaptive

methods are applicable to other control components such as test mass angular control,

control of auxiliary optical cavities, and the isolation loops of the seismic systems.

Local damping refers to any control strategy used to reduce or 'damp' the large

amplitude displacements of the pendulums induced by the residual seismic distur-

bances amplified by high quality factor mechanical resonances. The proposed strat-

egy, adaptive modal damping, incorporates a modal damping scheme enveloped by

an adaption algorithm that adjusts the amount of damping applied to each mode in

response to changing seismic disturbances. Modal damping is a convenient way to

decouple the modes of vibration so they can be damped independently. Since each

mode responds as a simple second order system, the design of each mode's com-

pensator is minimally complex. As a result, it is relatively easy to find an optimal

trade-off between damping and noise amplification for each mode. This trade-off is

defined in terms of LIGO's sensitivity to the astrophysical sources of GWs listed in

Section 1.2. The adaptive part of the control monitors the amplitude of each mode's

response and scales the feedback gains of the compensators in real-time. More gain

is chosen when a modal signal increases in amplitude and less gain when it decreases.

The control also switches its adaptation rates for quick, coarse responses to sudden

disturbances and slow, precise responses to steady disturbances.

1.5 Thesis Overview

The remaining chapters of this thesis support the main contributions of applying

adaptive modal damping to the Advanced LIGO quadruple pendulums. Chapter 2

describes the design and requirements of the quadruple pendulum used to isolate and

support the Advanced LIGO test masses. Chapter 3 describes the derivation of a

model of the quadruple pendulum's equations of motion and the system identifica-
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tion methods used to test the pendulum's performance against that model. Chapter

4 describes the methods used to adjust the model's parameters to match the mea-

sured performance. Chapter 5 uses this model to analyze the minimum actuator size

needed to meet the quadruple pendulum's control requirements. It is shown that the

current actuator designs are sufficient to meet these requirements. The concept of

modal damping is developed in Chapter 6. The adaptive algorithm that automatically

adjusts the modal damping parameters is described in detail in Chapter 7. Experi-

mental results are presented for the control of a triple pendulum. Chapter 8 applies

adaptive modal damping to optimize the performance of a quadruple pendulum for

the detection of GWs from astrophysical sources. Simulated results are presented.

1.6 List of Contributions

1. Modeling the quadruple pendulum (Chapter 4): I propose a procedure

to select which quadruple pendulum model parameter uncertainties and sys-

tem identification measurements contribute the most to the pendulum's high

dimensional dynamics (Section 4.1). The procedure is given a known bounded

uncertainty for each of the parameters and a list of possible measurements rel-

evant to the pendulum's performance. Those parameters whose uncertainty

has a large influence on the measurements are selected. Those measurements

that are sufficiently decoupled from the selected uncertainties are rejected. The

result is a reduced system identification task and a simplified parameter es-

timation problem. The results also suggest what physical components of the

pendulum can be improved to minimize the influence of parameter uncertainty

on the measurements.

2. Actuator Sizing (Chapter 5): I develop a method for determining the min-

imum required actuator size for a system. This method uses singular value

decomposition in the frequency domain to estimate how much drive each actua-

tor requires and at what frequencies those drives are most efficient. The analysis

confirmed the current quadruple pendulum design has enough dynamic range.
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3. Modal Damping (Chapter 6): Modal damping is a method that permits the

damping of each mode in a resonant system. The method simplifies the pendu-

lum's active damping control by decomposing the problem of a high dimensional

system with many coupled degrees of freedom into a set of simple decoupled

single degree of freedom problems with similar dynamics. Modal damping of

LIGO's multi-stage pendulum's is limited due to an incomplete set of sensors

and actuators. Within these limitations I refined the state estimator optimiza-

tion with a novel cost function that reflects LIGO's unique noise and damping

requirements (Section 6.3). Additionally, I established the maximum closed

loop damping ratios achievable for each mode. This calculation becomes very

complex as the number of modes increases (Section 6.4).

4. Adaptive Modal Damping (Chapter 7): The adaptive component to modal

damping allows the control system to automatically tune its own loop gains in

real-time in response to changing environmental conditions. This adaptation

allows the system to maintain an optimal trade-off between disturbance rejec-

tion and process noise amplification. My contributions from this experimental

work include the development of a novel adaptive optimization scheme that re-

sponds to non-stationary stochastic variables to maintain a system, such as the

LIGO interferometers, at an optimal operating point. The adaptation has the

ability to switch its step size and step rate to either respond quickly to sudden

large increases in the disturbance or converge slowly and carefully to the most

optimal solution.

5. Adaptive Modal Damping Applied to Advanced LIGO (Chapter 8): I

develop cost functions for the adaptive modal damping scheme that are optimal

to the detection of GWs using the Advanced LIGO interferometers. These cost

functions govern the way the modal damping adapts to time varying seismic

disturbances. The impact on Advanced LIGO's sensitivity to GWs from binary

inspirals and the stochastic background is considered.
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Chapter 2

The Quadruple Pendulum

The quadruple pendulum is an extension of the three stage, triple pendulum designed

for use in the German-British Gravitational Wave Detector (GE0600). Reference

[33] details the design of the triple pendulum and is useful for reviewing the thought

process used in extending the mathematics behind a single pendulum to an n-stage

pendulum. References [34, 35, 36] describe the quadruple pendulum design.

2.1 Performance Requirements

2.1.1 Spectral Requirements

The purpose of the quadruple pendulum is to limit the contribution of seismically

induced motions of the ITM and ETM optics within the GW detection band of

Advanced LIGO starting at 10 Hz. Due to the strict nature of this requirement,

care must be taken in the design of the pendulum such that it does not introduce

other noise contributions that overpower and negate its seismic filtering property.

Figure 2-1 shows the expected seismic motion of the table from which the pendulum

hangs (blue line) and the required motion of the test mass (green line). To achieve

the requirement given the input motion, the pendulum must provide more than six

orders of magnitude isolation within the GW detection band.

The dominant two noise contributions stemming from the pendulum itself are
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Figure 2-1: Blue line: expected motion along the translational DOFs of the table from
which the quadruple pendulum hangs. The rotational DOFs have similar numerical
values, but in units of radians rather than meters [4, 7]. Green line: the test mass
requirement along the x DOF within the GW detection band. The pendulum must
achieve more than six orders of magnitude isolation within this band.

thermal noise and process noise. The amount of thermal energy converted to kinetic

energy in the test mass depends on the temperature of the surrounding environment.

The only way to reduce this energy is to cool the system, which is not in the scope

of Advanced LIGO. However, the spectral contributions of this thermal energy are

optimized by carefully selecting the materials from which the pendulum is made. Pro-

cess noise, or technical noise in LIGO terminology, comes from the feedback control

systems that position the test masses within the interferometer. It includes sensor

noise, actuator noise, and any other noise originating from the electronics of these

controls. Technical noise is limited by careful design of electronics, sensors, actuators,

and feedback loops.

The limits on the spectral motion of the test masses are summarized in Table

2.1. The maximum contribution of process noise to this limit is listed in the right

hand column. Each test mass axis, or DOF, has a unique requirement depending

on how strongly it couples to the interferometer output. These axes are defined by

the coordinate system in Figure 2-2a. x lies along the interferometer axis, y is the

perpendicular horizontal axis, and z is the vertical axis. Roll is rotation about x, pitch
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is about y, and yaw is about z. The most stringent in-band (GW band) requirement

on test mass motion is along the interferometer axis, x, i.e. the axis sensitive to the

GW. Vertical test mass motion along the z axis is expected to directly contribute

about one part in a thousand simply because the local direction of earth's gravity

points in slightly different directions at the ends of the arms due to the curvature

of the earth. Motion along the y axis is assumed, in the worst case, to contribute

mechanically about a part in a thousand. The technical noise for these translational

DOFs is restricted to 1/10 the overall limit, so that it may be considered a negligible

component. Pitch and yaw motion are limited by the centering of the beam on the

test masses. The value stated in Table 2.1 assumes the static test mass position is

within 1 mm of the desired position. The spectral limit on pitch and yaw can be

relaxed however if the static position of the test mass is known to be better. There

is no specific rotational technical noise requirement provided the overall motion stays

within the limit. A roll requirement was originally stated for sapphire test masses.

Now that they are silica, this requirement needs reevaluation. In principal roll is

limited only by the optical properties of the test mass, e.g. wedges and birefringence.

Table 2.1: The spectral limits on the motion of the test mass within the Advanced

LIGO GW detection band. The technical noise is restricted to contribute less than

one part in ten to the overall motion of the test mass along the translational DOFs.

Motion along the rotational DOFs is merely specified as an upper limit [13].

DOF Overall Motion at 10 Hz rolling off at f-2 Technical Noise
X 10 19 m/ vH/Iz 1/10
Y 10- 1 7 m//Hz 1/10
Z 10 - 16 Hz/v/li 1/10

Yaw 10-17 rad//Hz NA
Pitch 10- 17 rad//lHz NA

2.1.2 Non-spectral Requirements

These non-spectral requirements are control related items that put restrictions on test

mass RMS motion and suspension mode damping performance. Due to the thermal

noise restrictions, the quadruple pendulum was designed with materials with very
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low natural damping. Consequently, the resonant frequencies have very high quality

factors (Qs). Many of these resonances are actively damped, such as the suspension

modes (body modes of the suspension stages). The damping control is required to

ring down the suspension modes within 10 seconds by at least e 1 , where e is Euler's

number [13]. It is not necessarily required that both the damping and technical noise

requirements are met simultaneously. For example, if a mode rings up the damping

can be increased for 10 seconds, possibly breaking the technical noise requirement,

until it rings down.

Active feedback loops are also employed to control the differential arm length in

the interferometer. These loops require the test masses to follow each other within

an RMS displacement tolerance of 10-' m. Similarly, the pitch and yaw alignment

of the test masses is to be controlled to an RMS angular tolerance of 10-' rad [26].

2.2 Mechanical Design

The quadruple pendulum was designed to realize the ETM and ITM requirements

specified in Section 2.1. Fig. 2-2 provides an illustration and a photograph of a

prototype. It is a stable pendulum consisting of two hanging vertical chains of four

stages each. The stages in each chain are numbered top down 1 through 4, where the

fourth stage in the main (front) chain is a test mass consisting of a highly reflective

optic. The reaction chain is used to provide a quiet actuation platform to filter any

disturbance or noise that might couple through the actuators used to position the

test mass. In each chain stages 1 and 2 are approximately 22 kg and stages 3 and 4

are a combined 80 kg. The main and reaction (back) chains are about 2 m from top

to bottom. At stage 4 they hang 5 mm apart for the ETMs and 20 mm for the ITMs.

Maraging steel cantilever springs support stages 1 through 3 and provide isolation

along the vertical axis. The lowest two stages of the main chain are made of fused

silica glass and are connected by welded fused silica fibers 400 Pm in diameter. In

this way, stages 3 and 4 consist of a single monolithic piece of fused silica. This

material was chosen because its low loss property has advantageous thermal noise
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(a) Quadruple pendulum diagram (b) Quadruple pendulum photo

Figure 2-2: (a): An illustration of the quadruple pendulum. It consists of two chains,
a main chain (right) and a reaction chain (left). Stage 4 of the main chain is the inter-
ferometer optic. Three stages of cantilever springs provide vertical isolation. Sensor
actuator devices (OSEMs) provide active damping and control in conjunction with an
electrostatic drive (ESD). The reaction chain is used as a seismically isolated actuation
surface. (b): A photograph of a prototype quadruple pendulum at the Rutherford
Appleton Lab in the UK. Stages 3 and 4 are stainless steel dummy stages whereas the
production versions are fused silica glass. Stages 1 and 2 are almost entirely covered
by the surrounding cage. The cage's purpose is to mount sensors, actuators, and to
catch the stages. Copyright Science and Technology Facilities Council.

characteristics. Since the reaction chain has less stringent noise requirements its

stage 4 optic is supported by a loop of steel wire, which is mechanically more robust

than glass. The glass stages of the pendulum are indicated in Figure 2-2a by a shade

of gray and the metal stages are indicated by blue.

Each stage of the pendulum is modeled as a rigid body connected elastically

by very lightly damped springs to the neighboring stages. Consequently, a second

order differential equation is associated with each stage providing f-2 isolation above

the pendulum's resonant frequencies, where f represents frequency. Thus, by using

four stages a performance of f - is achieved. In this way the pendulum realizes six

to seven orders of magnitude of seismic isolation in the single decade between its

mechanical resonances and the low frequency end (10 Hz) of Advanced LIGO's GW
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band. Figure 2-3 plots the modeled isolation performance of pendulums consisting of

1 through 4 stages, where the lowest stage is a reflective optic. The curves are the

transfer functions between the pendulum's ground displacement and the displacement

of the lowest stage along the interferometer axis. The quadruple and triple pendulum

curves represent actual Advanced LIGO pendulum designs. The single and double

are illustrative examples.

All active control is achieved with a network of sensors and actuators. Collocated

sensor/actuator devices called OSEMs (Optical Sensor Electro-Magnet) are placed

on Stages 1, 2 and 3, indicated by the yellow and green cylinders in Figure 2-2a. Fig.

2-4 includes an illustration of this device. Stage 4 contains actuators known as the

electrostatic drive (ESD). Section 2.3 provides more detail on these devices.

The six OSEMs placed around each stage 1 are referenced to the pendulum's

ground. They are used to damp the high quality factor mechanical resonances of the

pendulum and provide low frequency test mass positioning control. Damping control

is permitted only at stage 1 since the OSEM sensor noise of 10 x 10-0 m/ Hz beyond

10 Hz [37] is non-negligible compared to the required Advanced LIGO sensitivity. As a

result, the pendulum mechanically attenuates the sensor noise amplification through

the pendulum chain below. A total of 22 out of 24 modes receive damping from these

OSEMs. These modes are between 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz. They are designed to couple

strongly to stage 1 to ensure observability and controllability for the damping control

[34]. The remaining two modes occur at about 9 Hz and 13 Hz and couple poorly to

stage 1. They largely represent vertical displacement and roll between stages 3 and

4 (extension of the glass fibers). Consequently, they are naturally well isolated from

ground displacements and remain undamped.

The four actuators placed between the main and reaction chains at the second,

third, and fourth stages control the x displacement and yaw and pitch rotation of

the test mass. The pendulum is designed to split the test mass control between the

various stages so that larger and noisier actuators are applied to the higher stages

where there is better mechanical attenuation to the test mass. The primary concern

is the coupling of OSEM magnets to environmental magnetic fields. The second and
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Figure 2-3: The isolation performance for pendulums consisting of 1 through 4 stages,
where the lowest stage is an optic. Each curve is a simulated transfer function between
ground motion and the displacement of the lowest stage of the pendulum along the
interferometer axis. The triple and quadruple pendulum curves are simulations of
actual Advanced LIGO pendulum designs. The single and double pendulum curves
are illustrative examples.

third stages have four OSEMs each, and at stage 4 there are four ESD actuators.

The error signal sent to each of these stages is the position of only the test mass

measured directly from interferometric signals. The OSEM sensors here are used

only for alignment purposes during the mechanical assembly of the pendulum.
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2.3 Sensors, Actuators, and Electronics

The actuators discussed here are specifically those for prototype quadruple pendulum

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Their designs are similar to those

used at the LIGO sites, but are not exactly the same.

2.3.1 Optical Sensor Electro-Magnet (OSEM)

The OSEMs on stage 1 provide sensing and actuation for the active damping control

of the mechanical resonances. They are also used for low frequency control of the test

mass. A detailed description of these OSEMs is found in [38].

These OSEM actuators contain an 8 mm long, 800 turn coil of wire that actuates

on 10 mm long by 10 mm diameter NdBFe, nickel plated magnets attached to the

top stage. This coil-magnet pair produces 2.05 N/A. The coil current is driven by a

voltage source that drives current through the 30 Q coil. This current driver includes

a filter to reduce electronic noise from the digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) in the

sensitive region of the LIGO interferometer at 10 Hz and above [9] (see Fig. 2-5).

The current driver receives an input signal between +10 V from the DAC, allowing

the actuator to apply a maximum of 0.205 N at zero frequency.

The OSEMs on stage 2 are the same model as those on stage 1 and use the same

magnets. However, the coil current driver has a different response due to the stricter

noise requirements being closer to the test mass. The DC gain is about 60 times lower

than the stage 1 driver. Also, this second stage filter has a steeper roll off [10] (see

Fig. 2-6). The maximum DC output of these OSEMs is 3.4 mN.

The OSEMs on stage 3 have an even more strict noise limit being only one stage

away from the test mass. Consequently, these OSEMs are a different model, with their

own style of magnet. They have a 5.25 mm, 400 turn coil of wire, and actuate on a

6 mm long, 2 mm diameter magnet. The smaller coil and magnet pair makes these

actuators much weaker than those on the higher stages, putting out only 16 mN/A,

at the benefit of much lower noise. Due to the actuator's relative weakness, the stage

3 current driver filter does not need as steep a slope as those at stage 2. See Fig. 2-7.
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Figure 2-4: A drawing of the working parts of an OSEM. The basic OSEM components
consist of an LED, photodiode, and coil of wire. A flag mounted to a stage on the
quadruple pendulum blocks part of the LED light and produces a position dependent
signal from the photodiode. When a current is run through the coil an actuation
force is produced on a permanent magnet mounted under the flag. Adapted from [8].

These OSEMs will put out a maximum DC force of 43 pN [11].

Bode Diagram of the Stage 1 Actuation Response
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Figure 2-5: The modeled frequency response of the stage 1 actuation including the
current driver and a coil-magnet pair. The current driver has two poles at 1 Hz, and
zeros at 10 Hz and 31 Hz [9].
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Bode Diagram of the Stage 2 Actuation Response
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Figure 2-6: The modeled frequency response of the stage 2 actuation including the
current driver and a coil-magnet pair. The current driver has three poles at 1 Hz, one
pole at 325 Hz, three zeros at 10 Hz, and one zero at 60 Hz [10].
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Bode Diagram of the Stage 3 Actuation Response
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Figure 2-7: The modeled frequency response of the stage 3 actuation including the
current driver and a coil-magnet pair. The current driver has poles at 0.5 Hz, two at
200 Hz and zeros at 5 Hz and two at 20 Hz [11].
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2.3.2 Electrostatic Drive (ESD)

The strictest noise requirements are placed on the actuator at the test mass itself.

Consequently, no magnets are permitted on it to avoid all possible coupling with

stray magnetic fields. Physical contact of actuator parts with the test mass also

increases mechanical loss and therefore creates suboptimal thermally excited fluctu-

ations. These issues motivate the decision to use the ESD to actuate the test mass.

The ESD is described in detail in [12]. Fig. 2-8 shows a photograph of the

reaction chain's stage 4 highlighting the ESD. It has four quadrants, each with a pair

of interlaced conductive gold traces on the reaction chain. When a voltage difference

is applied between these electrode pairs the resulting electric field attracts the nearby

parallel dielectric surface of the glass test mass in front of it. Figure 2-9 illustrates

this principle.

Figure 2-8: A photograph of a prototype quadruple pendulum electrostatic drive
(ESD) on the reaction chain bottom stage. Each quadrant has two interlaced gold
traces. A potential difference between the traces will apply a force on the dielectric
surface of the nearby test mass.

The force each quadrant produces is nonlinear, given by
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Figure 2-9: A diagram illustrating the working principle of the ESD. The upper rect-
angle represents the test mass containing two polarized molecules; the lower rectangle
represents the reaction mass bearing two electrodes. The electric field lines are shown
in cyan [12].

F = a((AV) 2 . (2.1)

The force is proportional to the square of the voltage difference between the two gold

traces and a coefficient a, known as the coupling coefficient. a is dependent not just

on the geometry of the gold pattern but also on the gap size between each stage 4.

This dependence is modeled in Figure 2-10.

Eq. (2.1) must be linearized if linear control analysis is to be used. The voltage

is linearized digitally by providing the square root of the desired control force to the

DAC. The dependence of a on the gap size cannot be removed, however, since the

gap is not measured in this system. Nonetheless, the gap size may be considered

constant since the relative motion between the test mass and ESD is small compared

to the gap size, on the order of 10- 7 m RMS.
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The speed of the actuator's response, many kHz, is much greater than the band-

width of any reasonable design of an active control loop. As a result no time delays

are included in the model of (2.1).

The maximum AV for this ESD is 800V and oz is 2.9 x 10 10 NV-2 for a 5mm

gap. These values provide a maximum applied force of 190 pN with all four quadrants

engaged. However, since the applied force is always attractive, bipolar actuation is

achieved by implementing a static force offset of half the maximum. This necessary

offset limits our effective actuation to 95 iN.

x 10-,

Figure 2-10: The modeled
between the test mass and

Coupling coefficient as a function of separation

Test mass/ reaction mass separation [m] X 10"

dependence of the ESD coupling coefficient a on the gap
stage 4 of the reaction chain [12].
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Chapter 3

Quadruple Pendulum Model and

System Identification

A good system model is essential to performance predictions and good control design.

Such models must be verified with appropriate system identification. In this chap-

ter, Section 3.1 describes the derivation of the quadruple pendulum model this thesis

employs. Section 3.2 describes the system identification methods used to character-

ize the prototype quadruple pendulum at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT) and verify the model.

3.1 Model

The version of the quadruple pendulum model used here was written in Mathematica®

by Mark Barton and builds off previous work done by others in the LIGO group in-

cluding Calum Torrie and Ken Strain [39]. A summary of the evolutionary history of

the model is given in [40].

The calculations done in Mathematica@ are based on the method of normal mode

analysis as it is described in "Classical Mechanics" by Herbert Goldstein [41]. For a

detailed description of how the model was developed by Barton see [39]. This section

provides a summary of the theory and implementation.

The normal mode analysis invokes energy methods to derive the system of dynamic
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equations. For small perturbations around the equilibrium the system is adequately

assumed to be linear. The process is as follows:

1. Express the potential energy, Ep, in terms of the system's coordinates, x.

(3.1)

2. Express the kinetic energy, EK in terms of the system coordinates and coordi-

nate velocities.

(3.2)

For a linear system the kinetic energy depends only on the coordinate velocities.

3. Minimize the potential energy to solve for the equilibrium coordinate vector

Xeq.

Xeq = [X1(eq), ... , Xn(eq)]T (3.3)

4. Differentiate the potential energy twice to find its Hessian matrix. Since the

dynamics are linear, this Hessian matrix is the symmetric stiffness matrix K,

with matrix elements Kij.

(3.4)Kxya=iDzj-_ -

In fact, for a general nonlinear system the potential energy can be expanded

with a Taylor series as

Ep(x) ~ Ep(xeq) + E aEP I Xeq

+1 (X [T&2 Ep
2 xex)eq+- (x- xeg) &jT ~

(x - xeq)

(x - xeq)

(3.5)

(3.6)

The first term represents the potential energy of the equilibrium position. By
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shifting this arbitrary zero point, this term can be eliminated. The second term

represents the gradient, which is also zero at the equilibrium position. For a

linear system there are no terms beyond the third. Consequently, the potential

energy can more simply be written as

1
Er = -(X - xeq)TK(x - xeq) (3.7)

2

5. A similar expansion can be written for the kinetic energy. As a result, the mass

matrix M, with matrix elements Mig is expressed as the Hessian matrix of the

kinetic energy.

Mi E = K (3.8)

6. The resulting equations of motion are

MR + K(x - x) = f (3.9)

Xg represents the 'ground' surface to which the pendulum is attached. f repre-

sents external forces.

Historically, a MATLAB@ model of a simplified version of the same system was de-

veloped and remains convenient for some purposes, especially for use with Simulink®.

The Mathematica® model was used to generate new, more general core code for the

MATLAB® model by exporting symbolic expressions for key matrices in MATLAB®

syntax. The Mathematica® model also exports a parameter file, again in MATLAB®

syntax (or one can easily be created by hand). This file gives numeric values for all the

physical parameters, e.g., masses, stiffnesses, gravity, numbers of wires, and others.

A wrapper script in MATLAB® then creates a MATLAB® numerical state-space

system from the numerical parameters and symbolic matrices.
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3.2 System Identification

The goal of system identification here is to measure as much about the pendulum's dy-

namics as possible in order to predict control performance, mechanical cross-couplings

between DOFs and the values of the as-built parameters. Due to the relatively large

number of physical parameters with uncertainty, the more data collected the better

the chance of finding realistic values for these parameters. The data comes in the

form of measured resonant frequencies and transfer functions.

3.2.1 Resonant Frequency Measurements

Resonant frequency measurements have the advantage that good sensor alignment and

calibration is not needed. Further, the resonant frequencies contain the vast majority

of the information needed to identify the model parameters. The disadvantage is

that they provide little information about cross-couplings. In general they can be

measured for four different, undamped, pendulum configurations to collect as much

information as possible (see the illustration in Figure 3-1):

1. Free quadruple pendulum

2. Triple pendulum hanging from a locked stage 1

3. Double pendulum hanging from a locked stage 2

4. Single pendulum hanging from a locked stage 3

Locking various stages down changes the resonant frequencies of the free stages

and localizes the effect of the uncertain parameters relating to those stages. These

four configurations expand the number of resonances from 24 free pendulum reso-

nances to a total of 60 (24 free + 18 triple + 12 double + 6 single). In theory

even more configurations could be collected from free stages above locked stages, e.g.

stage 1 free with stage 2 locked. These other configuration are not practical however

since resonances are extremely sensitive to wire tension and locking a stage down

undoubtedly changes wire tension above due to shifts in the position of the masses.
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Figure 3-1: The four system identification configurations of the quadruple pendulum
from which measurements are taken. The configuration on the left shows measure-
ments being taken on the single pendulum of stage 4 while stage 3 is locked. The next
shows measurements on the double pendulum of the lower two stages, then the triple
pendulum of the lower three stages, and finally the full pendulum. The sketched in
eye balls indicate where measurements are taken. The fists indicate where excitations
are applied with the OSEMs to measure transfer functions.

The free pendulum resonant frequencies are extracted from stage 1 to stage 1

transfer functions (these serve Section 3.2.2 as well). Measurements on the other

three configurations are taken with the OSEMs on stage 2 and stage 3 and an optical

lever on stage 4. These triple, double, and single pendulum resonant frequencies are

extracted from power spectra where the excitation is simply from background air

currents and seismic noise (more than enough).

Nominally, the OSEMs on stages 2 and 3 measure only x, yaw, and pitch. However,

intentional temporary misalignments of the OSEMs allow cross-coupling to y, z, and

roll due to OSEM flags that only partially occlude the LED beams. In this way

resonances from all six DOFs are visible to these OSEMs. The reaction chain is

locked down when using stage 2 and stage 3 OSEMs to ensure that all measurements

are of the main chain.

The optical lever measuring stage 4 is limited to measurements of only pitch and

yaw. The x resonances were captured as well through mechanical x-pitch coupling,

but the others were not visible.

For the data collected in this thesis a total of 50 out of the possible 60 resonant

frequencies were measured on the quadruple pendulum with a resolution at least as

fine as 2 mHz. The highest frequency roll mode of the triple suspension configuration

was not visible to either the OSEMs or the optical lever. In the double configuration
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only the optical lever was used since it was not realized that the stage 3 OSEMs could

provide off-axis measurements until it was too late. Hence only x, pitch, and yaw

modes were obtained missing 6 of the possible 12. For the single pendulum case, the

optical lever was the only option, so again x, pitch, and yaw were the only visible

DOFs, obtaining 3 out of a possible 6. At a later time it could not be proven that

the single pendulum test was not influenced by the compliance of the Viton@ rubber

padding in the stops locking the glass stage 3. Thus only 47 out of a possible 60

frequencies were retained for the parameter estimation problem in Chapter 4.

3.2.2 Transfer Function Measurements

Transfer functions have the advantage that they contain cross-coupling information.

The disadvantage is that the OSEMs must be well aligned and have sufficient dynamic

range.

As stated earlier, transfer functions are measured from stage 1 to stage 1 for the

free pendulum configuration. This yields a six-by-six transfer function matrix which

contains the drive from every stage 1 DOF to every stage 1 DOF between 0.1 Hz and

10 Hz. These stage 1 transfer functions were measured at MIT with a resolution no

more coarse than 2 mHz to accurately resolve the high Q factor resonance peaks.

Transfer functions were also measured from the stage 2 x, yaw, and pitch DOFs to

all six stage 1 DOFs for the free pendulum configuration. Simultaneous measurements

to stage 2 and stage 3 would be ideal, but the alignment of the sensors was not trusted.

Since the free pendulum resonances were already localized from the stage 1 transfer

functions, a more coarse 5 mHz resolution was used here. No transfer functions were

measured with excitations from stage 3 or stage 4. Both stage 3 and stage 4 have

insufficient dynamic range.
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Chapter 4

Parameter Estimation Problem

The quadruple pendulums require precise models to adequately predict their perfor-

mance and commission their control systems. Current models of these quadruple

pendulums contain 67 unique physical parameters to fully characterize the system

with the desired complexity. These parameters contain information related to the

inertia, stiffness, and geometry of the pendulum's components. All these parameters

contain some bounded a priori uncertainty, of which some may be significant while

others are not.

This chapter outlines an approach to fit the model to the measured data for the

quadruple pendulum prototype at MIT. Section 4.1 develops a procedure to identify

the parameters with significant a priori uncertainties. The measurements important

to estimating the true values of these parameters are also identified with this pro-

cedure. Section 4.2 describes the Gauss-Newton algorithm chosen to perform this

estimation with the selected parameters and measurements. Section 4.3 presents the

experimental results of this model fitting approach.

4.1 Sensitivity Selection Procedure

Before a model can be fit to experimental data the relevant parameters and measure-

ments must be identified. This section develops a sensitivity analysis procedure to

identify and rank those parameters with a priori uncertainties that are most critical to
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the system's performance. The procedure then selects the measurements that couple

most strongly to this parameter set. Through this procedure classes of uncertainties

and measurements are identified that dominate the observed error between the model

and the physical system. The procedure benefits the problem of off-line parameter

estimation in two ways. First, by minimizing the number of parameters and mea-

surements required and second, by maximizing the conditioning of the estimation

problem. This latter point increases the likelihood of finding a global minimum.

A key tool for this procedure is the sensitivity matrix. A system's sensitivity

matrix is rich with information. Fundamentally, it tells us how the model parame-

ters influence the measurements, which is the interpretation followed in this section.

However, it is also the slope at a local point in the model's parameter error space,

which means it can calculate descent directions for parameter estimation algorithms.

Another use is calculating the Fisher Information Matrix or its inverse, the Cramer-

Rao lower bound. These matrices put lower limits on how well unknown parameters

can be estimated in the presence of noisy measurements. This chapter eventually ex-

hausts all of these uses. The sensitivity matrix is derived below in a way specifically

useful for the purposes of this chapter.

4.1.1 Analysis

A general system has the form

y = f(Op) + V (4.1)

- 60 + E (4.2)

SE [-0; 0] (4.3)

y is the r length column vector of measured system outputs, 0 is the n length

vector of system parameters, y is the vector of system inputs, and v is the measure-

ment noise. The system parameters are assumed to be known within some deviation,

E, of the designed values 0o. The unknown value E is known to be bounded by ±.
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The system is modeled by Eq. (4.4) where 0 and e are the estimated parameter

values and parameter deviations respectively. y is the output of the model I.

y f$,p (4.4)

$0 + e (4.5)

Generally, the sensitivity matrix is derived from the squared model-observation

error in Eq. (4.6)

1
V(e) -(y - y(s))T (y - yW)) (4.6)

2

g(s) = J(s)T (y - y(s)) (4.7)

where V is the scalar valued square error. Deriving with respect to C yields Eq.

(4.7) where g is the n length column gradient vector and J is the m x n Jacobian

matrix. The Jacobian matrix is defined in terms of partial derivatives in Eq. (4.8).

Jij = -- (4.8)
6ej

1 < i < m (4.9)

1 < j< n (4.10)

A common way to make the Jacobian matrix dimensionless is to normalize each

element with the values of the parameters and measurements. In this way, all sen-

sitivities are comparable [42, 43]. This dimensionless matrix S is referred to here as

the sensitivity matrix.

Sij = -i Jii (4.11)
yi
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There are two reasons this form of the sensitivity matrix does not suit our needs.

First, certain parameters such as geometric values can be defined from arbitrary

reference points. For example, if 0j refers to the horizontal position of one end of

a suspension wire, the value could arbitrarily be shifted to zero simply by changing

the reference point. This shift would not influence the pendulum's dynamics and

would unfairly yield a sensitivity value of zero. Second, our goal is to characterize

the importance of parameter uncertainty. The absolute value of a parameter is not

important.

Modifying Eq. (4.11) by scaling the Jacobian with the a priori parameter uncer-

tainties 6 rather than the parameter values themselves yields a new dimensionless

sensitivity matrix S that scales with this uncertainty.

- 9.-
Si2 = - 3 Jij (4.12)

yi

Using singular value decomposition, this sensitivity matrix is decomposed into

three multiplicative matrices.

5=UEVT (4.13)

U is the m x m matrix of orthogonal, unit length, left singular vectors. This

matrix characterizes the relative importance of the system measurements. V is the

n x n matrix of right orthogonal, unit length, singular vectors, and characterizes

the relative importance of the parameter uncertainties. In general, the transpose on

V is a complex conjugate transpose, however for this application the matrices are

real. E is the m x n diagonal matrix of singular values o-k listed in descending order

where k runs from 1 to n. The singular values quantify how much small parameter

changes in the directions of the right singular vectors influence the measurements in

the directions of the left singular vectors.

These matrices can be used to select the parameters and measurements that are
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most sensitive to the system's dynamics. A similar analysis is performed using prin-

cipal component analysis (pca) in [42, 43]. However, this pca analysis is limited to E

and V, ignoring the information in U. As a consequence, the pca analysis contains

limited information about the measurements. Here we introduce a method to rank

the importance of both the model parameters and the measurements.

The matrix norm S is defined as the length of all the singular values such that

5| (4.14)

The relative sensitivity magnitude of the uncertainty for each physical model

parameter 6j can be quantified as p3 in the following way

p3 = S -1 vjET Ev (4.15)

1 < j < n (4.16)

where vj is the J'h row vector of V. The vector p, of which pj are the components,

is unit length. The closer pj is to 1, the more influence Qj has on the measurements

relative to the other parameter uncertainties.

Equivalently, pj can be determined by calculating the 2-norm of the Jth column

of 5 and scaling it by ||15as given by Eq. (4.17).

Pj 1 a (4.17)
a-i

In a similar way, the sensitivity magnitude for each measurement y, can be quan-

tified as qj
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qi = || 5 -'uiEE Tui (4.18)

1< i < m (4.19)

where ui is the ith row vector of U. The vector q, of which qi are the components,

is unit length. The closer qi is to 1, the more information yi has on the parameter set

6 relative to the other measurements.

Equivalently, qi can be determined by calculating the 2-norm of the ith row of S

and scaling it by 1 as given by Eq. (4.20).

n

qi = 1 ZS2 (4.20)
b

b=1

4.1.2 Procedure

The procedure for using the analysis in Section 4.1.1 to identify the important uncer-

tainties and associated measurements is described here and then summarized in the

following enumerated list.

First the sensitivity matrix S is calculated. The parameter uncertainty vector p

is then found. This vector is sorted in descending order and renamed f.

Selecting the n* < n most sensitive parameters is now a straight forward proce-

dure. A desired sensitivity level 7, is chosen where 0 < qp < 1. The n* parameters

are chosen such that n* is just large enough that the squared length of the first n*

elements of P is greater than or equal to ,. The vector of the n* most sensitive

parameters is referred to as * where ry, < 1b* ||2< 1. The sensitivity matrix S is

then recalculated with the reduced parameter set. This recalculation can be as simple

as removing the columns associated with the rejected parameters.

Next, the measurement sensitivity vector q is calculated. This vector is then

sorted in descending order and renamed q. The procedure for identifying the m* most
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sensitive measurements is largely the same, where m* < m. A desired sensitivity level

Tim is chosen where 0 < im < 1. The m* measurements are chosen such that m* is

just large enough that the squared length of the first m* elements of q- is greater

than or equal to T9q. The vector of the m* most sensitive measurements is referred

to as 4*, where /q <|| 4* |2 1. Ideally one would choose ?Jq such that m* > n*.

This choice would satisfy a necessary, though not sufficient, condition needed for a

parameter estimation algorithm to converge to the true parameters. In the general

case however, this necessary condition may not be achievable.

The following list summarizes the steps of the selection procedure.

1. Identify the a priori uncertainty bounds on all model parameters.

2. Establish the list of feasible measurements.

3. Calculate the sensitivity matrix S between the measurements and parameters.

4. Determine the parameter uncertainty weights p from S.

5. Generate ] by sorting p in descending order.

6. Determine the desired quantity of sensitivity to preserve by choosing qp and

select the n* most sensitive parameters such that qp | p* ||2<

7. Recalculate S with the reduced parameter set.

8. Determine the measurement weights q.

9. Generate Ej by sorting q in descending order.

10. Determine the desired quantity of sensitivity to preserve by choosing Tig and

select the m* most sensitive measurements such that 'q <| 4* | 2< 1.

4.2 Parameter Estimation Method

This section presents the parameter estimation routine written around Mark Barton's

MATLAB@ model that varies the selected physical parameters in order to minimize
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the error between the model and the selected data. The chosen routine is Gauss-

Newton, a common approximation to Newton's Method for least squares applications

[44]. The MATLAB@ code is included in reference [45].

4.2.1 Newton's Method

Newton's method is a second order method that uses both the first and second deriva-

tives to quickly find the minimum of a function. A function f(Y) is approximated

with a second order Taylor series as

1
V(6k+l) f(6k) + gk(8k+1 - k) + (60+1 - Ok)T Hk(Ok+l - Ok) (4.21)

2

In this application the scalar V would be the sum of the squared error between the

model and the measured data. The dependent variable 0 is a column vector of length

n, and represents the parameters we wish to fit. g is the column vector gradient,

length n, of V with respect to 0. H is the n by n Hessian matrix of V. The Hessian

is the symmetric matrix of second derivatives with respect to 6. The subscript k

represents the current iteration number of the algorithm.

Similarly, the gradient can be approximated with a first order Taylor series.

VV+ 1 -r k (Ok+1 - Ok) Hk (4.22)

An approximate solution for the minimum can be found at Ok+1 by setting the

gradient in Eq. 4.22 to zero.

Ok+1 - Ok- Hk g (4.23)

Iterating over this calculation will typically converge to a minimum in relatively

few steps. It does not guarantee that the minimum is global.
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4.2.2 Gauss-Newton Algorithm

One of the major difficulties with Newton's method is the calculation of H 1 . If

a single calculation is needed to find the error, than n calculations are needed to

find the gradient, and n 2 calculations are needed to find the Hessian. Then the

Hessian needs to be inverted. Thus, computation quickly gets very slow with the

square of the number of parameters being solved. In this application each calculation

includes compiling the model. Thus, if we have ten parameters we want to fit, we

need to compile the model at least 100 times just to get the Hessian matrix for a

single iteration of the routine. The Gauss-Newton method is an approximation to

this method, among others, that sacrifices some accuracy on the Hessian matrix for

an improvement on computation time.

The algorithm depends on knowledge of the gradient vector and an approximate

Hessian matrix to run. One way to easily estimate the gradient vector is to use the

finite difference method. Each single parameter is stepped by a small amount, the

model recompiled, and the change in error calculated. The list generated for each

parameter is the gradient vector. Care must be taken to use an appropriate step size.

Too small a step and roundoff errors dominate, too large and the estimate is not a

faithful representation of the gradient at the current point.

The Hessian approximation can be derived by writing the cost V in (4.21) exactly

as a function of the model residuals, the measured difference between the physical

pendulum and the modeled pendulum. In (4.24) r represents the length rm column

vector of residuals (r = y -

V( ) = (O)T r(6) (4.24)
2

Taking the derivative with respect to the model parameters, 6, gives the gradient

vector g.

g(6) = J(O) T r(6) (4.25)
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where J is the Jacobian matrix of the residuals with respect to the parameters.

Jij = (4.26)

1 < i < m (4.27)

1< j < n (4.28)

Note that we have derived a second way to calculate the gradient vector. The

Jacobian is calculated using finite differences in a manner similar to that described

for the first gradient estimation method. In practice whichever gradient calculation

method is the most convenient at a particular time is the one used.

The Hessian matrix is derived by taking another derivative with respect to the

parameters.

H(6) = J(9)TJ(9) + L(6)r (4.29)

L is some matrix that includes many second derivatives. Since this matrix is multi-

plied by r, in the neighborhood of the optimal solution, where r = 0, the Hessian can

be approximated using only first order derivatives from the Jacobian.

H(O) J(6) TJ(6) (4.30)

The extent of the 'neighborhood' is not well defined a priori. It is possible for Gauss-

Newton to fail to converge if the starting model parameters are too far from the true

parameters. Based on experience the algorithm has no trouble converging to the

quadruple pendulum model's true solution given the a priori parameter uncertainties.

A sufficient condition for convergence to a unique global solution is that J have

full column rank everywhere in the region of exploration inside the parameter space.

A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for full column rank is that m > n, i.e.

at least as many measurements as there are parameters being fit. It is difficult to

numerically guarantee that J has full column rank everywhere, and not obvious how
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to show it analytically. However, confidence that this requirement is met can be

greatly enhanced by using as many measurements as possible, particularly those that

couple well to the parameters being tuned by the algorithm. The rank, or better the

condition number (ratio of maximum and minimum singular values), of J can also be

tested for various points in the parameter space, including those the algorithm passes

through.

The Gauss-Newton routine used here runs through the following steps:

1. Start with an initial guess of the model parameters.

2. Calculate the Jacobian matrix Jk.

3. Calculate the search direction dk = - rk. For full column rank Jk, dk -

-(JJk)f gk. 'T indicates the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.

4. Do a line search in the direction of dk to find an appropriate step size ak so

that 0 k+1 = Ok + aekdk.

5. If IgTglk is greater than some user chosen scalar value, return to step 2. Oth-

erwise, stop.

4.2.3 Implementing Gauss-Newton on the Data

Residual Calculation

One key aspect of the implementation of any fitting routine is how the error is defined.

There are many ways to define the error between the model and the data, each of

which will yield different results; unless the uncertainties are small enough that the

routine converges to exactly the as built parameters, but this is not realistic.

Since most of the data involves measured resonant frequencies, an obvious choice

is to compare them to the resonances of the model. Then one still needs to decide

how to compare the resonances. Insight comes from the fact that percent errors on

physical parameters tend to cause percent errors on mode frequencies. For instance

quadrupling the length of a single pendulum halves its frequency. Thus, a shift of
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10 mHz at 0.5 Hz represents much more parameter error than 10 mHz at 5 Hz. So it

makes sense to use some sort of percent error on the resonant frequencies, rather than

absolute error.

Consequently, resonance residuals are calculated with the following equation,

where w represents frequency in radians/second. These units were chosen instead

of Hz because these are the units MATLAB@ returns, and dividing by 2-r requires

unnecessary time.

m
Wi,measured - Wi,model (4.31)

i=1 Wi,measured

The remaining data fed into the model comes from magnitudes of the measured

transfer functions from 7 Hz to 10 Hz. The residual terms for this data are calculated

as the average percent difference between the modeled and measured magnitudes.

Estimating the Expected Parameter Solution Error

Given imperfect measurements we can expect the algorithm to converge to a solution

with some error. The minimum size of this error can be estimated using a mathe-

matical device called the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). A book entitled Optimal

Measurement Methods for Distributed Parameter System Identification by Dariusz

Ucinski gives a good description of the FIM [46].

Conveniently, the FIM is largely dependent on the system Jacobian matrix J,

which is already calculated by the Gauss-Newton algorithm as described in Section

4.2.2. The only other information needed is the variance of the measurement. If C,

is the covariance matrix of the measurement error, then the covariance matrix of the

parameter estimate error, CO, is given by the inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix

M,

CO = M 1 (4.32)

M = JT C- 1J (4.33)
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or more directly,

C o = JiCJtT (4.34)

If it is desired to apply weighting factors to certain measurements, for example if

some measurements are trusted more than others, then Co is adjusted by

Co = JtWCWJtT (4.35)

Where W is a diagonal matrix that weights the relative importance of each measure-

ment. For this application the transfer function data were scaled down by a factor of

10 relative to the resonances, otherwise they tend to dominate the total error while

containing the greatest uncertainty. The standard deviation of the resonance mea-

surement error was taken to be the measurement resolution, 2 mHz. The transfer

function magnitudes were assumed to be accurate to 3%, but the error is possibly

greater.

The minimum standard deviation of the parameter error is the square root of

the diagonal elements of Co. It is important to realize that the FIM yields only

the minimum parameter error. The actual error can be larger. Further, unknown

errors in the model (e.g. those parameters that are assumed correct but not, or

incorrect measurements) will increase the error. Further still, the FIM depends on

the calculation of J, which itself is an estimation based on the assumption of a good

model.

Reducing the Model for the Various System Identification Configurations

It was necessary to adjust the model to reflect the various sub-pendulum system

identification configurations. This is a very simple, almost trivial procedure. Locking

a mass has the effect of forcing its position and velocity to zero. An easy way to

reflect this in the model is to compile the model as usual and simply delete the

relevant rows and columns in the resulting state space matrices. For example, when
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stage 4 is free by itself all the rows and columns representing the top three stages

are deleted. In this way the model could be compared to the measured resonances of

these sub-pendulums as part of the fitting routine's error calculation.

4.3 Experimental Results

4.3.1 Selection Procedure

In this section the sensitivity selection procedure developed in Section 4.1 is applied

to the prototype Advanced LIGO quadruple pendulum at MIT. The values of the

selected parameter set are estimated with the selected measurements using the Gauss-

Newton algorithm detailed in Section 4.2.

Following step 1, some of the pendulum's parameters are well known a priori

because they are either directly measured or are confined by well known constraints.

For example, the mass of each stage is measured to either 22 kg or 40 kg within about

5 g. The lengths of the suspension wires, about 0.5 m, are cut to a precision better

than 1 mm. The location of the ends of these wires in the pendulum are assumed to

have an uncertainty of 10 pm in the horizontal plane. Other parameters have more

uncertainty. The ends of the same wires in the vertical plane are only known within

about 1 mm because they are fixed to adjustable springs. The lowest two stages are

connected directly by glass fibers rather than steel wires hung from springs. The

effective bending point of these fibers cannot be directly measured. Consequently,

a finite element model estimates this value with an assumed uncertainty of 2 mm.

Rotational inertias associated with each stage are more difficult to determine as well.

The initial guess of those values is typically calculated from CAD models. The actual

value is assumed to be within 2% here. Spring stiffness uncertainty is also assumed

at 2%. These are characteristic examples of a total of 67 unique parameters.

For step 2, the pendulum's performance is determined by its resonant frequen-

cies. The transfer function magnitude measurements are left out here for simplicity.

The resonances lie between 0.5 Hz and 10 Hz and by design have very low damping.
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Consequently, they can easily be measured down to mHz precision or better given

sufficient time. In general, there are 60 resonant frequencies available as described in

Section 3.2.1.

In practice, all possible measurements are taken to check for unexpected errors.

However, the ones where the most precision (and time and effort) is needed are the

ones reported by the selection procedure. The prototype setup at MIT was limited in

that 13 of these resonance measurements were not obtainable as described in Section

3.2.1. The production article pendulums at the Hanford and Livingston observatories

will have the option to measure all 60 resonances.

Considering these measurements, the parameter uncertainty described above, and

the model described in Section 3.1, the quadruple pendulum's 47 x 67 sensitivity

matrix S is constructed according to step 3. For steps 4 and 5 the 67 uncertainty

weights p are calculated and ranked in descending order to generate the sorted list

P.

For step 6, r, = 0.97 was chosen. That is, by this measure we choose to preserve

97% of the uncertainty sensitivity in the selected parameters. A trade-off exists in

deciding the best value of r,. The closer to 1, the more parameter sensitivity is pre-

served, but the more poorly scaled the parameter estimation is likely to be. 97% was

chosen here because it represents the largest number of parameters with a well scaled

Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian matrix determines the parameter estimation descent

direction and must be sufficiently well scaled to converge to the global minimum of

the model error. With an T, = 0.97, 59 parameters are rejected leaving j* with n*= 8

components. The vector elements of P are plotted in Figure 4-1 as the solid line. The

squared norm of this vector up to the jth element is also plotted as the dashed line.

After the first 8 most sensitive parameters (dotted line) this norm is greater than qp.

The first two parameters in P* represent the uncertainty in bending points of the

glass fibers supporting stage 4. The second two parameters represent the uncertainty

in the position of the ends of the vertical springs in stages 1 and 2. The fifth parameter

represents the vertical stiffness along the length of the glass fibers. The next two

represent the stiffness of the vertical springs in stages 1 and 2. The last parameter
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represents the rotational inertia about the stage 2 y (pitch) axis (refer to Figure 2-2).

In steps 7, 8, and 9 the columns of S relating to the 59 rejected parameters are

removed and the descending measurement weights j are calculated.

At step 10 it is decided to target rq at 0.99. The pendulum's control requirements

demand a rather good match with the model so q was chosen to be close to 1. This

value results in a 4* with m* = 20. This value satisfies the necessary condition

m* > n* required to estimate unique parameter values. Figure 4-2 plots the elements

of 4 as the solid line and the squared norm of the vector up to the ith component as

the dashed line. The squared norm passes Tq at the 2 0 th most sensitive measurement

(dotted line).

It is observed that the worst error in mode frequencies between the model and

measurements is concentrated at resonances that couple strongly to pitch motion. It

is thus not surprising that half the selected measurements are resonances that couple

strongly to pitch motion including the first 4 elements of 4*. All of the remaining

selected measurements are resonances representing modes of vibration along the z

axis or roll. These frequencies depend strongly on the selected stiffness parameters.

4.3.2 Parameter Estimation

The Gauss-Newton routine described in Section 4.2 was used to fit the chosen model

parameters to the selected measured data. The MATLAB@ code used to implement

the routine is found in reference [45]. All resonances were measured to a resolution of

2 mHz. This value was chosen to maximize the precision of the measurements within

the limited time available.

Since the worst error in mode frequencies was initially concentrated at the pitch

modes, Figure 4-3 compares the measured stage 1 pitch to pitch transfer function

to the model before the fit. The blue curve is the model and the red curve is the

measurement. The top plot presents the transfer function magnitude and the bottom

plot the transfer function phase. The worst error in mode frequency is about 16%.

The Gauss-Newton model fitting routine was run twice to estimate the reduced

parameter set under two conditions. The first run included all 47 measurements, the
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Parameter Sensitivities in Descending Order
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Figure 4-1: The solid line shows the values of the parameter uncertainty sensitivities
in descending order (pn). The dashed line shows the squared length of P up to its jth
component. The dashed line can be interpreted as the integral of the squared elements
of the solid line. The dotted line indicates that all parameters beyond j = n* = 8 in
P are rejected.

Measurement Sensitivities in Descending Order
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Figure 4-2: The solid line shows the values of the measurement sensitivities in de-
scending order (4i). The dashed line shows the squared length of 4 up to its ith com-
ponent. The dashed line can be interpreted as the integral of the squared elements
of the solid line. The dotted line indicates that all parameters beyond i - m* = 20
in 4 are rejected.
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second run included only the reduced set of 20 measurements. A comparison of the

results is presented below. The model fitting routine created a model that matches

the measurements quite well in both cases.

Figure 4-4 presents the same information as Figure 4-3, but after running the

fitting routine to estimate the selected 8 parameters using all 47 measurements. Figure

4-5 shows the same information again but after running the fitting routine using the

reduced set of 20 measurements. In both cases the worst error in mode frequency is

reduced to about 1%.

Figure 4-6 plots the error evolution between the model and the measurements for

each iteration of the model fitting routine in both cases. The solid line represents the

full measurement case and the dashed line the reduced case. The error is the sum of

the squared percent difference between the model and each measurement. Notice that

the error in both fitting cases is nearly identical. This match in the error indicates

that the measurements ignored in the reduced set contribute very little information

to the parameter estimation problem.

The FIM analysis from Section 4.2.3 estimates how much error we should expect

in the estimated parameters after running the fit. The glass fiber bending points are

identified to within about 0.1 mm, the ends of the springs 0.5 mm, the fiber vertical

stiffness 0.1%, and the spring stiffnesses and the stage 2 pitch inertia 0.5%. These

uncertainties are well below the a priori uncertainties in all cases.

4.4 Conclusion

The novel sensitivity selection procedure presented in this chapter reduces the param-

eter estimation problem from one that includes 67 parameters and 47 measurements

to one that includes 8 parameters and 20 measurements. The parameter selection

component to the procedure quantifies the importance of the a priori parameter

uncertainty to determine which parameters require estimation to refine the model.

The measurement selection component quantifies how much information each mea-

surement contributes to the problem of estimating the selected parameters. Those
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Pitch to Pitch Stage 1 Transfer Function: Before Fit
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Figure 4-3: Original quadruple pendulum model against the measured stage 1 pitch

to pitch transfer function. The blue curve is the model, the red the measurement.

measurements that contribute negligible information are not required.

The parameter estimation results show a significant improvement in the match

between the model and the measurements. After the fit, the maximum percent error

in mode frequencies is reduced from 16% to 1%. Thus, the selection procedure is

effective in choosing those parameters that require estimation. The 27 least sensi-

tive measurements contribute less than 1% of the parameter uncertainty information

contained in the full set of 47 measurements. Discarding these measurements has

negligible impact on the parameter estimation results. This measurement selection

procedure is useful in determining how to focus limited resources to those measure-

ments that are most important. For the quadruple pendulum parameter estimation

problem, there would be no need to collect the least sensitive 27 measurements at all.

The time required to measure them could be better spent refining the top 20.

This sensitivity analysis also provides a lot of useful information about the quadru-

ple pendulum itself. It states that the most important uncertainty is focused on effec-

tive wire and fiber bending points. Spring stiffness follows in importance. A distant

third is rotational inertia. Some further investigation reveals that the bending points
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Pitch to Pitch Stage 1 Transfer Function: After Fit with Full Measurement Set
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Figure 4-4: Model fit result, using all 47 measurements, against the measured stage 1
pitch to pitch transfer function. The blue curve is the model, the red the measurement.

determine the rotational pitch stiffness. These bending points are nominally placed

only a few millimeters from the centers of mass. It is this distance to the center of

mass that determines pitch stiffness. In this example, the uncertainty is the same

order of magnitude as the nominal distance itself, which is why the largest error ap-

peared at pitch resonant frequencies. We can thus conclude that on future quadruple

pendulums more effort should be placed on measuring or constraining these values

more precisely.

The limitation with this sensitivity analysis is that one needs to know the a priori

parameter uncertainty bounds. Choosing unfair bounds will skew which parameters

are selected. Additionally, this analysis says nothing on how precise each measurement

should be made. It assumes each measurement is exact. The Fisher Information

Matrix must be used to determine how much precision the selected measurements

require to reduce the uncertainty on the selected parameters.
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Pitch to Pitch Stage 1 Tansfer Function: After Fit with Reduced Measurement Set
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Figure 4-5: Model fit result, using the selected 20 measurements, against the measured
stage 1 pitch to pitch transfer function. The blue curve is the model, the red the
measurement.

Model Fit Error with Gauss-Newton Algorithm
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Figure 4-6: The solid line is the sum of the squared error at each iteration of the
fitting routine when all 47 measurements are used. The dashed line is the sum of the
squared error when only the selected 20 measurements are used.
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Chapter 5

Actuator Sizing

This chapter applies the pseudoinverse of the plant transfer function matrix to vali-

date that the actuators provide sufficient dynamic range to fully reject the stochastic

disturbances. This method is independent of feedback design, but does suggest char-

acteristics of the optimal design [47].

The model of the pendulum used in this analysis is discussed in detail in Chapters

3 and 4 and references [39, 4, 48]. A reduced order version of the state space matrices

is listed in Appendix A. The model was reduced by considering only motion of the

stages of the pendulum along the x axis, or the interferometer axis. The reduction is

possible because the symmetry of the pendulum sufficiently decouples motion along

this axis from all the others.

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the relative displacement between the test masses

must be suppressed with active control to under 101 m RMS. This suppression

involves rejecting the black 'Advanced LIGO Goal' line in Figure 1-6. Figure 5-1

extends this line down to 0.1 Hz to make the amount of suppression more obvious.

Without this control, the black line has an overall displacement of about 3 x 10-' m

RMS. Thus, at least a factor 3 x 108 suppression is required. The control task can

be thought of as a tracking problem since the test masses are actuated to follow as

closely as possible this black line (to suppress relative displacement). The 'Advanced

LIGO Goal' will be considered as a reference tracking signal for this chapter.
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Figure 5-1: The Advanced LIGO displacement sensitivity from Figure 1-6 extended
to low frequencies.

5.1 Quadruple Pendulum Actuator Sizing

The schematic in Figure 5-2 and the block diagram in Fig. 5-3 summarize the signal

flow for this tracking control. In reality the control will be achieved by actuating on

both ETMs. Since they are conceptually identical, this loop is simplified by assuming

there is only one, with double the dynamic range. The test mass position, y is

measured interferometrically. This signal is compared to the desired position, R, to

generate the error signal. This error signal is passed to feedback filters that drive

each of the four pendulum stages along the axis of the interferometer.

The frequency response of the sensor is ignored in this case to focus on the ac-

tuators. The DAC saturates at +10 V, so the actuators must have enough dynamic

range to maintain the DAC voltages, u, within this limit.

To model the least mean square DAC voltages required to follow the desired

trajectory R, the models of the actuators given in Section 2.3 (plotted in Figs. 2-5,

2-6, and 2-7) are merged with the pendulum model in Appendix A to create a 1 x 4

plant G. Only the final output of the pendulum model is considered here. The goal

of the control loop is to apply control forces to solve the transfer function (5.1). We
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U -

DAC Control ADC Sensor

Figure 5-2: A schematic diagram of the test mass (stage 4) positioning control loop.
Actuation is applied on all four stages of the pendulum to control the position of the
test mass, y, along the interferometer axis. The signals u must be maintained within
the ±10 V limit of the DAC. A1 to A 4 represent the actuator dynamics.

assume the feedback loops have enough gain to approximate this simplification within

the band of interest (up to 10 kHz).

R=Gu (5.1)

R is taken to be the 'Advanced LIGO Goal' amplitude spectrum from Fig. 5-1.

The least squares DAC voltages are given by the 4 x 1 pseudoinverse, Gt. However,

since R is a random Gaussian signal, we do not need the phase information from Gt.

The amplitude spectrum of the least squares actuation, us, is

(5.2)

where |Gt I is the real column vector containing the magnitudes of each complex

element in Gt.

Fig. 5-4 shows the resulting amplitude spectra of the DAC voltage sent to each
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Figure 5-3: The block diagram of the test mass positioning control loop. Actuation
is applied on all four stages of the pendulum to control the position of the test mass,
y, along the interferometer axis. The signals u must be maintained within the 110 V
limit of the DAC.

actuator. The relative distance between values at each frequency represents the rel-

ative importance of each actuator. Larger values state higher importance. We see

then that it is most advantageous to use the stage 4 actuator above 4 Hz while using

the state 1 actuator below. From a least squares point of view the stage 2 and 3

actuators gives us little.

Note that Gt (in general non-causal) does not represent a feedback control law,

but rather the mapping of R to the minimum open loop force that would be required

to move the test mass from rest to a trajectory with the amplitude spectrum of R.

Thus, this least squares result sets a lower limit on an optimal feedback control design.

The least squares RMS voltages for the actuators, ils, are found in Eq. (5.3) by

integrating the u, power spectra and taking the square root. The probabilities, p, of

saturating the DAC at a given time step are calculated in Eq. (5.4) using the error

function erf.

U00 j u 1df (5 .3 )

p 1- erf 10 (5.4)

The factor 10 is a scaling factor from the DAC saturation limit.

Table 5.1 summarizes the RMS DAC voltages and probabilities of saturation for

the solution of the least squares actuation required at each stage. All actuators have
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Figure 5-4: Amplitude spectra of the DAC voltages ul,.

virtually no risk of saturation. The stage 4 actuator comes the closest to saturation.

If the spectrum of R is stationary then the probability of saturation will remain

virtually non-existent.

However, on a stormy day R will increase and the control loops will demand more

drive, possibly causing saturation. Fortunately, the information in the table and in

Fig. 5-4 provide hints as to how we might tune the control loops by telling us which

actuators are most advantageous at which frequencies. This knowledge allows the

actuation to be efficiently offloaded to other stages. Further, the finite bandwidth of

the control loops, within 1000 Hz, reduces the force estimate needed at stage 4. The

analysis in this chapter assumes a feedback loop with broadband infinite gain, while

we only need enough to limit test mass motion to 10- 15 m RMS.

Additionally, we expect stormy weather to impact the low frequency band below

0.2 Hz. It turns out that scaling the reference signal R in this band scales the voltages

of the upper three stages given by Table 5.1 by a similar amount. The stage 4 voltage

is largely unaffected. Thus, we can use these analysis techniques to conclude that

from a least squares point of view we can tolerate an increase in R from stormy

weather by a factor of almost 100, a reasonable margin.
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Table 5.1: The least squares DAC voltages niis of each actuator and the probabilities
p of saturating at the ±10 V limit. The probabilities refer to each DAC sample time.

Sg is (V RMS) p
Stage 1 0.01 0.0

Stage 2 3.2 x 10-4 0.0
Stage 3 6.5 x 10-6 0.0
Stage 4 0.097 0.0

Further, as indicated by Figure 5-4, the stage 2 and 3 actuators are doing very

little here. Consequently, part of the stage 4 actuation can be offloaded to these

stages to reduce the load at other stages at the expense of an increase in the total

amount of drive. In fact, there are a number of other benefits for offloading the drive

to higher stages. Perhaps the most important reason is stability. Crossing the stage

1 and 4 actuation as steeply as the 4 Hz crossover shown in Fig. 5-4 will undoubtedly

lead to a seriously unstable phase margin. Bridging the actuation bands at these two

stages with even a small amount of drive at the stages in between will greatly improve

the phase margin.

5.2 Conclusion

Using the pseudoinverse of the plant transfer function and the modeled system noise it

was shown that the minimum mean square actuation required for the Advanced LIGO

quadruple pendulum falls within the design constraints with reasonable margins. This

analysis is possible without feedback loop design. Further, the pseudoinverse quanti-

fies which actuator is most effective at each frequency providing critical information

for later feedback design.

In general, additional analysis is needed during the design of any feedback loop

since stability requirements will prevent the minimum mean square actuation from

actually being achieved. The need to maintain reasonable phase margin prevents any

given feedback filter from rolling off in magnitude too steeply. This limitation causes

any error signal or noise outside the bandwidth of a particular actuator's loop to leak

through and contribute to the RMS drive of that actuator.
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Chapter 6

Modal Damping

This chapter develops the method of modal damping. Modal damping is a key com-

ponent of the method of adaptive modal damping described in Chapter 7. Section 6.1

outlines the basic working parts of modal damping. Section 6.2 describes the design

of the modal feedback filters. The state estimation used to reconstruct the incomplete

sensor signals is designed in Section 6.3. Finally, the damping limitations imposed by

the incomplete set of actuators are determined by Section 6.4.

The work in this chapter expands upon the modal damping work in references [4,

28] in a number of ways. First, the estimator design has been streamlined, particularly

for MIMO modal damping. Second, the estimator outputs the modal velocities rather

than the modal displacements, which improves sensor noise filtering at virtually no

cost. Third, a theoretical maximum damping limit has been established. Finally, the

modal feedback filter design has been simplified and given greater phase margin. This

new filter design has less noise filtering, but permits a larger range of damping gains

with the assumption that the damping will be adjusted as needed.

6.1 Overview

In order to best meet the challenges stated in Section 1.3.4, we would like to have an

easily tunable damping design with high gain at the resonances, and very low gain

at 0 Hz and above 10 Hz. Low gain at 0 Hz can be achieved simply by feeding back
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velocity signals, but low gain at 10 Hz is difficult to achieve in a stable way.

A design technique that contributes well to these goals and to the adaptation

developed in Chapter 7 is known as modal damping. Modal damping is a method

that permits the damping of each mode in a resonant system. The method simplifies

the pendulum's active damping by decomposing the problem of a high dimensional

system with many coupled degrees of freedom into a set of simple decoupled single

degree of freedom problems with similar dynamics. It is not adaptive on its own but

is easily worked into an adaptation scheme due to its decoupling property.

Figure 6-1 provides a block diagram of the modal damping signal flow for the

four quadruple pendulum modes along the x axis which couple most strongly to the

interferometer output. These x modes are already sufficiently decoupled from the

other 20 by the symmetry of the system, allowing x displacement of the 4 stages to

be handled independently. The diagram would have a similar structure if all modes

were considered.

The modal decomposition that makes modal damping possible is listed in Eqs.

(6.1) to (6.3). Eq. (6.1) represents the Cartesian equations of motion of the pendulum

where M is the mass matrix, K the stiffness matrix, f the vector of control forces and

x the displacement vector. The eigenvector basis <D of the matrix M-1K transforms

between x and the modal displacement coordinates q. Substituting Eq. (6.2) into

Eq. (6.1) and multiplying on the left by <b' we get the modal equations (6.3). The

subscript m indicates that the mass matrix, stiffness matrix, and the force vector are

now in the modal domain. Note that these modal matrices are diagonal, which is a

mathematical result of the fact that the dynamics of each modal DOF are decoupled.

MRi+Kx=f (6.1)

Sx = <bq (6.2)

Mm4 + Kmq = fm (6.3)

For the application of damping a real system there are two important transfor-
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Figure 6-1: A block diagram of a modal damping scheme for the four x modes. An

estimator converts the incomplete sensor information into modal signals. The modal

signals are then sent to damping filters, one for each mode. The resulting modal

forces are brought back into the Cartesian coordinate system through the transposed

inverse of the eigenvector matrix <b. Only stage 1 forces are applied for enhanced

sensor noise filtering to stage 4.

mations required.

q = @~-lx

f = ( 4 -1)Tfm

(6.4)

(6.5)

Eq. (6.4) transforms the sensor signals into the modal domain. Control can then

be applied where the dynamics are decoupled. This transformation requires the full

measured state. As Figure 6-1 shows, we only measure stage 1 of the pendulum, so an

estimator is used to perform the change of coordinates. The design of this estimator

is detailed in Section 6.3.
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The second transformation, (6.5), occurs after the modal damping feedback filters,

labeled as k1G 1 to k4 G4 in Figure 6-1. It converts the modal damping forces fm

generated by these filters into Cartesian forces that can be applied to the pendulum

by the actuators. Note that actuation is only available at stage 1 for this damping

control. Although actuators exist at the lower stages, employing them would allow

part of the sensor noise to bypass the mechanical filtering of the stages above.

Consequently, the applied damping forces are a projection of the modal damping

forces to stage 1. This limitation means that the damping is not truly modal, resulting

in cross coupling between modal feedback loops. Fortunately, the analysis in Section

6.4 states that this coupling is minimal for closed loop damping ratios less than 0.2.

This upper limit is more than enough to meet the damping requirements.

6.2 Feedback Loop Design

Note, that Figure 6-1 indicates we choose to feedback the modal velocities Zi rather

than the displacements el. If we were to feedback the displacements we would need

an AC coupling zero at 0 Hz to ensure the filters meet the AC coupling requirement.

One advantage of an estimator is that we can simply take the modal velocity outputs

directly instead. Importantly, feedback with the estimated velocities also has less

noise amplification.

The nominal design of the feedback filters is relatively simple since each modal

plant is identical except shifted in frequency and magnitude. The filter design has a

total of 2 zeros and 4 poles. A complex pole pair is placed at 2.5 times the frequency

of the mode for lowpass filtering. These poles are placed 100 off the imaginary axis to

achieve slight enhancements in the filtering and phase margin. The factor of 2.5 was

chosen to achieve the most aggressive filtering possible while leaving enough phase

margin to allow sufficiently high damping ratios. The remaining complex pole and

zero pairs create a notch in the loop gain at 10 Hz to create a more aggressive cutoff

in the lowpass filtering near the beginning of the GW detection band. This notch is

designed to have a depth of a factor of 10 and a quality factor of 10. It is realized
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with the zeros and poles at 10 Hz, 2.8660 and 30' off the imaginary axis respectively.

Eq. (6.6) is the transfer function form of these damping filters, with arbitrary

scaling, where s is the Laplace variable and w, is the modal frequency in radians/s.

Eq. (6.7) is an example filter for a 1 Hz mode. Figure 6-2 illustrates an example loop

gain transfer function and root locus diagram with this example filter.

s2 + 27rs + (207r) 2

(s2 + 5 sin(10 )was + (2.5w,) 2)(s 2 + 207rs + (207) 2 )

s2 + 6.283s + 3948
'UlHz -(s 2 + 5.455s + 246.7)(s2 + 62.83s + 3948)

(6.6)

(6.7)

Open Loop System
GM = 7.9 (2.4 Hz), PM = 71.7 (1.19 Hz)
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Figure 6-2: Left, the loop gain transfer function of an example 1 Hz modal oscillator
with its damping filter. Right, the root locus plot of the modal damping loop. The
plant contributes the large resonant peak and 0 Hz zero, the damping filter contributes
the remaining poles and zeros. All the damping loops have the same basic shape but
are shifted in frequency and gain (except the fixed frequency 10 Hz notch).
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6.3 State Estimation

The mathematics of modal damping requires the positions of all four stages to be

measured. However, only stage 1 is directly observed, as Figure 6-1 illustrates. The

stages below have effectively no sensors since any measurement would reference a

moving platform with its own dynamics. Consequently an estimator, as in (6.8),

must be employed to reconstruct the full dynamics.

.]=Am . + Bmu - Lm(Cm . y) (6.8)

The estimator equation in (6.8) receives the control input u and the stage 1 sensor

signals y in the Cartesian frame and estimates the corresponding modal signals qj

using the modal state space matrices Am, Bm, Cm obtained from the system model

in Appendix A. The subscript m indicates the matrices refer to the modal frame.

The goal is now to design the estimator feedback gain Lm.

The observer separation principle [49] allows us to keep the already established

control scheme, provided that the estimator has an accurate model of the pendulum,

which is the assumption here. Note that the estimator replaces the direct signal

transformation in Eq. (6.4).

The estimator is designed using the Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR) technique

[49] which solves the cost function in (6.9) and (6.10).

j j (T 4T Q + zTRz)dt (6.9)

Lm = argmin(J) (6.10)
Lm

The Q matrix weights the accuracy of the modal state estimation while the R

matrix weights the cost of using a noisy measurement. zm is defined as
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Zm =LmT. (6.11)

Lm is the estimator feedback matrix determined by (6.10).

An estimator could be generated in the form of a Kalman filter for this application.

However, a Kalman filter is concerned with optimal sensor data recovery whereas our

goal is to optimize the noise reaching the pendulum's test mass. Sacrificing sensor

signal accuracy and the amount of damping is acceptable to a certain degree if the

noise performance is improved. Consequently, a more direct approach is taken to

obtain the values of Q and R.

In this chapter we develop modal damping for just the x axis dynamics. However,

up to six stage 1 DOFs can be considered simultaneously. The following estimator

optimization technique is constructed for this more general case, and then applied to

simpler case of x dynamics.

First, Q is set by placing along the diagonal the square of the modal velocity

impulse response amplitudes. Each amplitude is given by M7J' where Mmii is the

modal mass of mode i. In this way the modes with the greatest responses will be

damped more efficiently. For R, we restrict the matrix to be diagonal, a common

assumption. We are then left with up to six parameters to simultaneously optimize

relating to six Cartesian stage 1 measurement signals. To choose the best value of R

the control design is first set so that the damping time requirement is met assuming

full state information. An optimization routine then simulates the performance of the

closed loop system for estimators designed using many values of R over a sufficiently

large space. A cost function, (6.12), dependent on the performance criteria is calcu-

lated for each value of R. The value that minimizes this cost function in the chosen

interval is optimal.

The two competing performance criteria are the 10 s settling time and the sensor

noise amplification as stated in Section 2.1. The sensor noise is a known measured

quantity approximately 10-10 m/HzI beyond 10 Hz for each sensor. Since the con-
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tribution to test mass motion drops off quickly in the frequency domain, we will only

consider the contribution at the start of the gravitational wave detection band, 10 Hz.

Note that these criteria are not required to be met simultaneously. However, in this

section we considered the stronger case where they are met simultaneously.

These two performance criteria are represented in the optimization routine with

the cost function in (6.12).

JR(R) = max(T ) + max(N 2 ) (6.12)
DOF DOF

R = argmin(JR) (6.13)
R

T, is the normalized stage 4 settling time; chosen as the maximum settling time

of all the DOFs normalized by the requirement, 10 s. N is the maximum sensor noise

contribution to the test mass relative to the respective requirement at 10 Hz for all

DOFs considered (from Table 2.1).

As an example, the results of (6.12) obtained from a MATLAB@ script (Appendix

B) are plotted in Figure 6-3 for the x DOF where R is scalar valued. The optimal value

occurs at R = 9 x 10-'. Since the total cost is less than 1, both design requirements

are met at this optimal point. The spectral density of the test mass displacement

under this optimized modal damping control is plotted in Figure 6-4. Note that the

sensor noise in this example is reduced from the OSEM noise level by V2 because

two sensors are used to measure x displacement.

6.4 Top Mass Limited Damping

Projecting the modal damping forces to the subset of stage 1 actuation causes the

decoupled modal degrees of freedom to couple back together again. However, the

modes may be considered decoupled for sufficiently small damping.

To quantify these limits, we make two assumptions. First, we assume perfect

knowledge of the entire system state by invoking the observer separation principle.

This principle allows us to consider the influence of the estimator independent of the
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Figure 6-3: The components of the cost function (6.12) for the x DOF as a function of
R calculated by the optimization routine. At each value of R the closed loop system
performance is simulated using the estimator design based on the LQR solution with
that particular R value.

control. In Figure 6-1 this assumption replaces the estimator with the time derivative

of the matrix transformation in Eq. (6.4).

The modal damping forces then influence the plant according to

MiR + Kx = C(<>-1)Tfm (6.14)

The matrix F is the projection matrix that restricts actuation to stage 1. It

is diagonal, where the elements corresponding to actuated DOFs are 1, and those

corresponding to unactuated DOFs are 0.

Second, the modal damping filters G1 to G4 are assumed to be unity gains, Gi = 1.

The gains ki in Figure 6-1 are user defined scalars. The substitution fm = Bet is then

made where B is the diagonal damping matrix with each ki making up the diagonal

elements. Moving all terms to the left results in the closed loop modal equation of

motion (6.15). This assumption is checked by Section 6.4.3.
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Contributions to the Test Mass Displacement along the x DOF with R 9 x 10-8
106
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Figure 6-4: An amplitude spectrum showing a simulation of the test mass displace-
ment along the x DOF under the influence of the optimized modal damping loop
with R = 9 x 10-8. The black dashed line is the sensor noise and the green line is
its contribution to the test mass displacement. The solid black line is the ground
disturbance and the blue line is its contribution to the test mass displacement. The
red line is the uncorrelated stochastic sum of both contributions.

Mmii + 4pTr()-l)TBq + Kmq = 0 (6.15)

An equivalent representation of Eq. (6.15) is the state space form in Eqs. (6.16)

and (6.17).

=]Am (6.16)

F oflxf I nxn1
Am = - -- - - - - (6.17)

m - -Kmi Mm-lD r((PT )T B

The index n is the number of modes, 0 is a zero matrix, and I is the identity

matrix.
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Note that for a fully actuated system, the term 4Tr(4 -1)T reduces to the identity

matrix and the closed loop modal system becomes fully decoupled. In that case, the

user can tune each ki to apply arbitrary damping to each mode. In this case however,

the term does riot reduce to identity. We thus proceed to investigate the resulting

damping-induced coupling between modes.

6.4.1 Two Mode Case

The damping limitations imposed by the underactuation are first investigated with

the simple case of a two mode system. For such a system, the state space Am matrix

is

0 2x2 12x2

n(@-- )ni G() - )21k2
Am - K Mmii Mm 2 2  (6.18)

1Mm2K(i )i 1)21k

Mmii Mm22

Double numerical subscripts indicate the row and column location of matrix ele-

ments. Solving for the characteristic equation associated with matrix Am yields

(s 2 +bis + w ) (s 2 +b 2s + W2) - bib 2s 2 = 0 (6.19)

(Km)ii bij(_ ) jkj .
-. =(A) b - ( k i 1, 2 (6.20)

(Mm~i ' ' (Mim) 11

s is the Laplace variable. The roots of Eq. (6.19) are the closed loop poles with

damping ratios (CL and frequencies WCL. Since this equation is fourth order it is not

easy to solve analytically. Nonetheless, plenty of useful information can be obtained

without finding a general solution.

The structure of the equation is that of the product of two second order damped

resonant systems subtracted by a term in s2. The values b1 and b2 , controlled by

the user through ki and k2, act like the damping terms in each damped second order

component. They also directly determine the final s2 term. It is this term that
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introduces the cross coupling between the modes. Indeed, if b1 = b2= 0 implying no

feedback, the equation recovers the open loop poles.

If this extra s2 term simply did not exist we would have arbitrary control over

the amount of damping applied to each mode. Interestingly, arbitrary damping can

be achieved on a given mode by setting either b1 or b2 to zero. It is only when both

modes are damped simultaneously that coupling is introduced. In the single mode

damping case, the damping simply acts as a disturbance to the undamped mode.

Since the 'modal sensor' sees only its own mode, no information about the disturbed

mode influences the damped mode. However, when the second damping loop is closed

both modes disturb each other, allowing information to flow back and forth. This

two mode analysis may apply to any multi-mode system if only two of the modes are

damped.

Another important property is that the closed loop poles of Eq. (6.19) depend

directly on the mode frequencies, w, but not the mode shapes, <b. Consequently, the

limitations on the closed loop damping ratios for a given mode are independent of

how much stage 1 participates in that mode. The limitations arise purely due to the

mode frequencies. The lack of mode shape dependence arises because <k enters Eq.

(6.19) indirectly through the values b. Modes with small coupling to stage 1 tend to

decrease the value of b. Since b is also proportional to the arbitrary damping gains

k, these small couplings can be compensated for simply by choosing larger values of

k. The only theoretical limitation is that the mode have some non-zero coupling to

stage 1, i.e. <bli > 0. In practice there will be other limitations that prevent k from

scaling arbitrarily large, such as actuator range, noise, and higher order dynamics.

Realistically, the modes must have some minimal coupling to stage 1 so they are

observable enough for the sensors to detect them and controllable enough for the

actuators to influence them. Here we will ignore these practical limitations to focus

on the theoretical ones.

The figures of merit for these limitations are the closed loop damping ratios (CL,1

and (CL,2 for modes 1 and 2 respectively. To observe how they respond to two nonzero

feedback gains, Eq. (6.19) can be modified to a form more intuitively related to these
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Figure 6-5: The dashed and dotted lines are the closed loop damping ratios as a
function of (,. The open loop mode frequencies are 0.440 Hz and 0.982 Hz. The
shaded region represents the area beyond the critical point.

damping ratios. Let,

b1 b2
I = 2w, ( =r,2 (6.21)

Where each (r is the reference damping ratio set by the feedback gains. These

values are exactly the closed loop damping ratios of the single mode case. When both

modes are damped, the closed loop ratios deviate from these reference values.

We explore this deviation using a state space model of the quadruple pendulum

in MATLAB@ (see Appendix A for details). Modal damping is applied to just the

first two modes at 0.440 Hz and 0.982 Hz. We can then vary the values of (r,1 and

(r,2 and observe how the properties of the closed loop poles respond. Good regions

of this two dimensional parameter space occur when the dependence of a closed loop

damping ratio is dominated by its respective reference damping value.

To reduce the parameter space to a dimension of 1 for the purposes of visualization,

let (r,1 = (r,2 = (r. Figure 6-5 plots the closed loop damping ratios against increasing
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Closed Loop Mode Frequencies vs.
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Figure 6-6: The dashed and dotted lines are the closed loop mode frequencies as

a function of (,. The open loop mode frequencies are 0.440 Hz and 0.982 Hz. The

shaded region represents the area beyond the critical point.

values of (,. The dashed and dotted lines represent these closed loop ratios. Figure

6-6 plots the closed loop mode frequencies against (. The dashed and dotted lines

are these frequencies. Together these two plots reconstruct the information in a root

locus diagram.

In both these plots there is a behavioral transition at a critical value , c

Up to this point both closed loop damping ratios maintain the same, approximately

linear, value and the mode frequencies converge together. Beyond this point, indicated

by the shaded regions, the damping ratios diverge and the mode frequencies maintain

the same constant value.

At the critical point itself, both modes have exactly the same pole locations and

Eq. (6.19) reduces to the squared second order Eq. (6.22). The damping ratios and

pole locations are easily solved analytically by multiplying out both equations and

comparing like terms. These solutions are listed in Eqs. (6.23) to (6.25). For this

example, (,c = 0.3812, (CL,c = 0.4124, and w, = 4.1305 rad/s = 0.6574 Hz. The

subscript c indicates critical point values.
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(s2 + 2(cwcs + Wc)2 = 0 (6.22)

W2 - W1  (6.23)
W2 + W1

(CL,c W2 - W1  (6.24)
2 w 2 w 1  2 w 2

oc = oi 2  (6.25)

Eq. (6.24) is particularly important because it puts a limit on the available closed

loop damping while moving along this trajectory in the parameter space. This limit

depends only on the open loop mode frequencies and grows as a function of their

ratios. In fact, overdamping where (CL,c ;> 1 is possible when W2 ;> (3 + 2\2) Wi.

The fact that the closed loop damping ratios are roughly proportional to (, up

to the critical point implies that there is at least some region in the parameter space

where the closed loop damping ratios are similarly proportional to the modal damping

gains, ki. This proportionality is defined by the ratio of the arithmetic mean and

geometric mean of the open loop mode frequencies, 121 , found by dividing Eq.

(6.24) by (6.23). For Figure 6-5 the result is a slope of 1.082 to the critical point.

Other directions in the parameter space do not have similar critical points. How-

ever, a generalization can be made that if (,,1 and (,,2 are less than (,,c, each mode's

behavior will be dominated by its respective (. This generalization is tested by Fig-

ures 6-7 and 6-8 which expand Figure 6-5 into the full two dimensional parameter

space for each closed loop damping ratio. The reference damping values, (,,1 and

(,,2 are restricted to be less than the critical value (,,c, and the space within this

square region is sampled. The ideal response would be an exactly planar shape where

(CL,1 (,,1 and (CL,2 (,,2. Deviations from the plane indicate coupling between

the modes where (CL,1 has some dependence on (,,2 and (CL,2 has some dependence

on (,,1.

For this example, both plots are nearly planar, where the greatest dependence

is by far on each mode's respective reference damping ratio. The greatest deviation
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Figure 6-7: The mode 1 closed loop damping ratio (CL,1 versus the reference damping
ratios for both modes 1 and 2. Both reference damping ratios are less than or equal
to the critical value (r,c = 0.3812. In this example (CL,c = 0.4124.

from the ideal planar response (about 20%) occurs as the reference damping ratios

approach the critical value. If smaller deviations are desired to minimize modal

coupling further, each (, can be bounded by some fraction of the critical value.

6.4.2 Four Mode Case

In the context of Advanced LIGO, we explore all four x modes of the quadruple

pendulum at the frequencies of 0.440 Hz, 0.982 Hz, 1.987 Hz, and 3.394 Hz. However,

one can in principal study a system with any number of modes.

Figures 6-9 and 6-10 repeat the analysis in Figures 6-5 and 6-6 for all four modes.

The four reference damping ratios are increased equally by scaling the damping gains,

ki, and the closed loop damping ratios and frequencies are plotted.

This four mode case has both similarities and differences to the two mode case.

The most obvious difference is that there is no longer a critical point. Instead, there

is a gradual divergence of the damping ratios. The mode frequencies, while they tend

towards each other, do not reach a common value. The damping ratios are similar to
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Figure 6-8: The mode 2 closed loop damping ratio (CL,2 versus the reference damping

ratios for both modes 1 and 2. Both reference damping ratios are less than or equal

to the critical value (,,c = 0.3812. In this example (CL,c = 0.4124.

the two mode case in that only one mode reaches arbitrarily large damping while the

others tend to zero after an initial increase.

Since there is no clear critical point in the four mode case (or more generally

beyond the two mode case), one is chosen to divide the parameter space into 'good'

and 'bad' regions. The first point where one of the damping ratios achieves zero slope

is chosen as this value. The fourth mode here is the first to level off with zero slope

at (, = 0.203. This value is indicated in Figure 6-9 by the vertical dotted line labeled

(,. The area beyond the chosen critical value is shaded to indicate the 'bad' region

where too much coupling exists between damped modes.

Following the analysis of the two mode case, Figures 6-11 to 6-14 sample the

damping response of each mode over an entire region of the parameter space within

the hypercube where each (r is less than (,c. The right horizontal axis of these plots is

one of the reference damping ratios and the vertical axis is the respective closed loop

damping ratio. To compress all the information into a format that can be plotted in

3 dimensions, the left horizontal Cr,2,3,4 axis combines the remaining three reference

damping ratios. For example, Figure 6-11 plots the damping of mode 1. For every (,,1,
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the left horizontal axis considers all values within the cube defined by Cr,2 (r,2,3,4,

(r,3 < (r,2,3,4, r,4 < (r,2,3,4. The closed loop damping value that deviates from (,1

the most is the value plotted on the vertical axis. The deviation is quantified as

IL,1 - 11. This logic is given in equation form for Figure 6-11 by Eq. (6.26) subject

to the constraint (6.27). Figures 6-12 to 6-14 follow similar logic.

(CL,1((r,1, (r,2,3,4) argmax _ - 1 (6.26)
(CL,1((C,,2,(,,3,C,,4) (r,1i

s.t. (r,2 < (r,2,3,4, (r,3 < (r,2,3,4, (r,4 < (r,2,3,4 (6.27)

As in the two mode case, the ideal response for all modes would be on the hy-

perplane (CL,i = (r,i, where i is the index of the mode. The overall response here

is very similar to the two mode case. For small damping ratios the deviations from

this hyperplane are very small. The deviations increase with the size of the damping

ratios. For the maximum value of (r,c = 0.203 here, the greatest deviation is on mode

3 at about 35%. Mode 1 has the smallest maximum deviation at 12%.

The damping requirements state that stage 4 must ringdown from an impulse to

e-1 (36.8%) of the peak in 10s. This decay rate corresponds to a damping ratio of

1
(CL,i = (6.28)10(27rfi)

where fi is the resonant frequency in Hz for mode i. If the (r values are set to

these desired closed loop damping ratios for the quadruple pendulum, the resulting

values and corresponding closed loop damping ratios are

(r,1 = 0.0362 (CL,1 = 0.0364 (6.29)

(r,2= 0.0162 (CL,2= 0.0163 (6.30)

(r,3 8.00 x 10-3 (CL,3 = 8.05 x 10-3 (6.31)

(4,4 4.69 x 10-3 (CL,4 = 4.71 X 10-3 (6.32)
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Figure 6-9: The dashed, dotted, and thick solid lines are the closed loop damping

ratios as a function of (,. The open loop mode frequencies are 0.440 Hz, 0.982 Hz,
1.9873 Hz, and 3.3942 Hz.

All damping ratios are well below the critical value, allowing the relation (r ~ (CL

to hold true. Here the deviation between (, and (CL is only about 0.5% for each

mode.

6.4.3 Implementing Realistic Feedback

Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 employed control filters Gi = 1 in the damping analysis.

Practical applications require filters with some amount of lowpassing to filter noise,

prevent instability from higher order dynamics, and avoid actuator saturations. The

primary concern for the quadruple pendulum case is the noise filtering issue. Section

2.1 stated that at 10 Hz stage 4's motion due to sensor noise must be no greater than

1020 m/V'Hz. Since our goal is to apply damping to resonances up to about 3.5 Hz,

and since the noise of our sensors is relatively high, rather aggressive lowpass filters

are required.

As a consequence of these requirements and limitations, the feedback filters em-

ployed in reality deviate from those ideal filters in the previous sections. Nonetheless,
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Figure 6-10: The dashed, dotted, and thick solid lines are
frequencies as a function of (. The open loop mode frequencies
1.9873 Hz, and 3.3942 Hz.

0.25 0.3

the closed loop mode
are 0.440 Hz, 0.982 Hz,

practical filters can be employed that produce similar responses provided two con-

ditions are met. Those conditions are: the gain of the filter, G, at the resonant

frequency equals unity; and there are sufficient phase and gain margins. The design

of the filters in Section 6.2 meet these requirements (when properly scaled).

Figure 6-15 illustrates an impulse response to the quadruple pendulum with these

feedback filter designs. The solid line shows the stage 4 response when the ideal unity

gain feedback filters are employed. The dashed line shows the response when the

more practical design from Section 6.2 is employed. The unity filter response meets

the damping requirement well since it falls below the dotted 1 amplitude lines just

before 10 s. The response with the practical filter is very similar. It does not perform

quite as well, but its last crossing of the } lines still occurs by 10 s.ey
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Mode 1 Closed Loop Damping Ratio (CL,1
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Figure 6-11: The mode 1 closed loop damping ratio (CL,1 versus the reference damping
ratios for modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. The (r,2,3,4 axis considers all (CL,1 values at (r,1 within
the cube defined by (r,2 < (r,2,3,4, (r,3 (r,2,3,4, (r,4 (r,2,3,4. The (CL,1 value plotted
represents the largest deviation from (r,1, where the deviation is measured as |c,1 _

The largest deviation over the entire plot is 12%.
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Figure 6-12: The mode 2 closed loop damping ratio (CL,2 versus the reference damping
ratios for modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. The (r,1,3,4 axis considers all (CL,2 values at (r,2 within
the cube defined by (ri < (r,1,3,4, (r,3 (r,1,3,4, (r,4 < (r,1,3,4. The (CL,2 value plotted
represents the largest deviation from Cr,2, where the deviation is measured as |c,2 -1

(r,2
The largest deviation over the entire plot is 15%.
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Mode 3 Closed Loop Damping Ratio (CL,3
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Figure 6-13: The mode 3 closed loop damping ratio (cL,3 versus the reference damping
ratios for modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. The (r,1,2,4 axis considers all (CL,3 values at (r,3 within
the cube defined by (r,i < (r,1,2,4, (r,2 (r,1,2,4, (r,4 < (,1,2,4. The (CL,3 value plotted

represents the largest deviation from (r,3, where the deviation is measured as (" -1.~r3
The largest deviation over the entire plot is 35%.
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Figure 6-14: The mode 4 closed loop damping ratio (CL,4 versus the reference damping
ratios for modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. The (r,1,2,3 axis considers all (CL,4 values at (r,4 within
the cube defined by (r,1 < (r,1,2,3, (r,2 (r,1,2,3, (r,3 (r,1,2,3. The (CL,4 value plotted

represents the largest deviation from r,4, where the deviation is measured as cL,4 -1.

The largest deviation over the entire plot is 23%.
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Stage 4 Response to an Impulse at Stage 1 (simulation)
1 

--- Response with practical modal feedback
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Figure 6-15: The response of stage 4 to an impulse at stage 1 along the x axis with
modal damping engaged. The damping values are set to the values listed in Eqs.
(6.29) to (6.32) so that each mode damps to in 10 s. The solid red line is the
response with the ideal unity feedback filters. The dashed blue line is the response
with the filters designed in Section 6.2. The dotted lines represent the required !e
decay amplitude for the practical feedback.

6.5 Conclusion

Modal damping provides a convenient way to decouple the dynamics of a complex

many degree of freedom system into many second order single degree of freedom

systems. The damping can then be tuned for each mode independently to apply

the minimum required damping, minimizing the sensor noise amplification within the

gravitational wave detection band above 10 Hz. The design of the estimator used to

reconstruct the incomplete sensor information is found by solving a customized cost

function that optimizes the overall trade-off between test mass ringdown time and

displacement within the GW frequency band.

Another important advantage of modal damping is the simplicity of tuning the

system performance. The decoupled nature of each modal damping loop means that

more or less damping for each mode can be chosen simply by adjusting the respective

loop gain. For example, if it is desired at a later time to reduce the sensor noise
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amplification, the overall loop gain on the highest frequency mode (a single parameter,

adjustable in real-time) can simply be reduced, rather than redesigning the damping

control for the entire system.

In practice many systems are underactuated, a property that degrades the other-

wise ideal decoupling of a system's modes. The analysis in this chapter determines a

number of important properties regarding the damping available to a multi-degree of

freedom system when actuation is limited to a single degree of freedom.

One of these properties states that arbitrary amounts of damping can be applied

to only one mode at a time. Nonetheless, all modes with nonzero participation at the

actuated degree of freedom can be damped approximately independently if the desired

damping ratios are kept below some maximum value. The smaller the maximum

value, the greater the independence. This maximum value is purely limited by the

mode frequencies. Modes that are proportionally farther apart in frequency have

higher maximum damping limits. If modes are separated enough, the maximum limit

may go beyond critical damping.

The fact that mode frequencies govern the damping limitation indicates another,

less intuitive property, that the mode shapes play no role. In practice however, the

mode shapes are important because the participation of a mode along the actuated

degree of freedom determines its observability and controllability. A mode must be

sufficiently controllable for damping to be practical. Otherwise, excessively large

control forces risk saturating the actuators, amplifying noise, and interacting with

higher order dynamics. At the limit where a mode's participation factor goes to zero,

it becomes completely inaccessible to damping.

A final important point is that the poles of undamped modes are isolated from

those that are damped. Modes must have simultaneous active damping for them

to couple together. At the limit where all modes are uncontrolled except one, the

system reduces to a fully decoupled second order system. In fact, any mode (provided

it has non-zero coupling to the actuated degree of freedom) can be arbitrarily damped

simply by turning off the control applied to all other modes.

This modal damping technique is applied to an Advanced LIGO quadruple pen-
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dulum to damp the four modes that couple strongly to the axis of the interferometer.

It is shown that the damping ratios required to meet the necessary decay rates are

well within the range of what is available when all modes are damped simultaneously.

Practical feedback with significant lowpass filtering is also tested, breaking the ideal

assumption of scalar feedback in the preceding analysis. These filters are shown to

function similarly to the ideal case provided they have similar gains at the modal

frequencies and sufficient stability margins.
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Chapter 7

Adaptive Modal Damping

This chapter extends the modal damping design from Chapter 6 by building an adap-

tion algorithm around it. This adaptation will provide real-time optimization of the

quadruple pendulum damping as the disturbances from the environment continuously

evolve. Section 7.1 lists the challenges that motivate this adaption. Section 7.2 maps

the top-level basic components of a complete adaptive modal damping control sys-

tem. The cost function component of this system is described by Section 7.3, while

the adaption kernel is given by Section 7.4. An experimental setup to test adaptive

modal damping on a prototype pendulum is described in Section 7.5. Section 7.6

presents the results from this experiment.

7.1 Challenges

The active damping design must compete with three challenges. These challenges

are sensor noise, non-stationary disturbances, and nonlinear interferometer behavior.

Meeting the sensor noise challenge is essential to satisfying the requirements in the

previous chapter. The other two challenges limit the sensitivity of the interferometer

at various times.

The most significant form of electronic noise in the damping feedback loop is

sensor noise. This noise term has been measured to 10-10 m/Hz for each OSEM

beyond 10 Hz [37]. The consequence is that the damping loop gain for the stage 1
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x DOF must be less than 5 x 10-6 at 10 Hz. However, the highest frequency mode

along that DOF occurs at 3.4 Hz, about half a decade away. Therefore, the loop

gain transfer function must drop at least five orders of magnitude in this space if any

damping is to occur at that mode. This task poses a challenge for stable feedback

loop designs.

The next challenge is the variable nature of the seismic disturbances impinging on

the interferometer. These disturbances constantly evolve in time at many different

time scales and frequencies over large ranges of amplitudes. Examples of the four

dominant frequency bands of these disturbances are plotted in Figure 7-1. This

figure shows the actual measured ground vibration at the Livingston, LA observatory

over a 24 hour period on November 24, 2009. The measurements were taken at three

locations: the ends of the two arms (X end and Y end), and the vertex station where

the arms meet. Each frequency band tends to represent a different disturbance class.

The lowest frequency band from 0.03 Hz to 0.1 Hz in the top left plot represents

actual seismic activity such as earthquakes. The next band from 0.1 Hz to 0.35 Hz

in the bottom left plot represents weather disturbances. The large peak is due to

a passing storm, which dominates the total disturbance on this day. The storm in

fact prevented the interferometer from operating for at least two full days. The next

two bands on the right from 1 Hz to 10 Hz represent anthropogenic disturbances, i.e.

created by humans. These disturbances have a diurnal cycle, picking up during the

day as people begin the work day and dropping off in the evening as people return

home. The weekends are typically quieter than the week. The largest spikes in the

two anthropogenic plots represent trains passing near the end of one of the arms.

These spikes often caused the Initial LIGO interferometer control to go unstable for a

few minutes until the train passed, except in this case the interferometer was already

out of commission due to the storm.

The final challenge to active damping is the nonlinear response of the interfer-

ometer. At small amplitudes of motion, the interferometer response is very linear.

However, nonlinear terms become visible in its response when the system oscillates

with large amplitudes. Most of these nonlinearities are either unsensed or poorly
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understood. Consequently, it is not possible to subtract them from the system's

output. These nonlinearities cause the seismic disturbances to upconvert to frequen-

cies beyond 10 Hz where LIGO searches for GWs. Some of the suspected sources

of these nonlinearities come from laser light scattering off the vacuum system walls,

laser beams falling off optics, higher order dynamics in the isolation systems, creak

(sliding dislocations) in the materials of the isolation systems, nonlinear actuator re-

sponses, and the near quadratic response of the interferometer output with test mass

displacement. Large enough oscillations will ultimately prevent the interferometer

from operating.

These three challenges couple together in a way that demands adaptive tuning

of the damping feedback to respond to changing environmental conditions. During

times of large ground vibrations, large feedback gains are desirable to suppress the

disturbances and reduce seismic upconversion at the expense of sensor noise ampli-

fication. During times of the largest amplitude seismic events, these high gains help

keep the interferometer operational where it would not be otherwise. During times

of small ground vibrations it is better to reduce the feedback gains to the basic in

10 s damping requirement to minimize the sensor noise amplification.

7.2 Overview

The block diagram in Figure 7-2 provides a top level basic view of the signal flow

for the adaptive modal damping control system. This diagram represents a general

case in that the interferometer control is not necessarily applied to all quadruple

pendulums, though all quadruple pendulums may have modal damping. Two of the

three challenges are shown in this diagram, the variable seismic disturbances and the

stage 1 sensor noise. The third challenge of nonlinear upconversion of the seismic

disturbances has no unique source, so it is not shown.

Moving right to left in the diagram, the modal damping developed in Chapter 6 is

applied to stage 1 for modes that couple strongly to the cavity axis. For the quadruple

pendulum there are at most four of these modes. There may be fewer modes if the
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Figure 7-1: Seismic disturbances at the Livingston, LA observatory, Nov. 21, 2009
measured with commercial Streckeisen STS-2 seismometers. Courtesy LIGO Lab.

bandwidth of the interferometer control applied to the pendulum is higher than the

frequencies of these modes. In this case, the interferometer control forces some of the

stages to follow the interferometer more than the pendulum itself, effectively removing

DOFs from the pendulum dynamics seen by the top stage.

The adaption box then sets the modal damping feedback gains. The feedback

filters themselves remain constant, so the quantity of damping is tuned simply by

scaling the output of the filters with the gains ki. Two adaptive gains are shown in

this diagram. The adaptation box uses a Gauss-Newton algorithm to decide which

way and how much to step these gains. Section 7.4 details this algorithm.

The cost box provides the adaptation with the information it needs to make these

decisions. This information is organized in the form of two competing components of

a cost function that the adaptation box attempts to minimize for each mode. Section

7.3 below provides the details of this box.
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Figure 7-2: Top level block diagram of adaptive modal damping applied to a quad-
ruple pendulum. The interferometer control is included for reference.

7.3 Cost Box

Figure 7-3 visualizes the flow of the cost information by peering one level down inside

the cost box. This flow is repeated for each modally damped mode. Following this

diagram, the two competing parts of the cost function follow separate paths. The

upper path determines the cost for the amplitude of a modal signal. The bottom

path determines the cost of applying feedback with a noisy sensor.

7.3.1 Dual Cost Paths

The upper path is divided into three steps. At the first step, a narrow bandpass filter

applied to the stage 1 sensor signal selects one of the modal responses. The amplitude

of the output of this filter is proportional to the amplitude of the selected modal

response. The bandpass filters are implemented with MATLAB@. Figure 7-4 displays

two examples of this filter. A simulated undamped example amplitude spectrum of

stage 1 with two modes is superimposed on the plot for reference. Each filter has

an elliptical bandpass component designed using the 'ellip' function. For each mode

the call to the function is 'ellip(6,1,60,2*pi*fi*[0.925 1.075],'bandpass','s')'. That is

a sixth order filter with 1 dB of passband ripple and a stopband 60 dB down from the
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passband. The corners of the bandpass occur 7.5% below and above the frequency

of the mode, fi in units of Hz, resulting in a pass bandwidth about 15% percent

of the mode frequency. This width is enough to capture the peak frequency within

all reasonable damping ratios. The largest reasonable damping ratio is established

as 0.2 by Section 6.4. Beyond 0.2 the modal damping can no longer be considered

independent for each mode due to the stage 1 limited actuation. Note that this

function call outputs a filter with 12 poles rather than 6 because both the lowpass

and highpass components are each sixth order. Each bandpass has an additional

lowpass and highpass component implemented with two zeros at 0 Hz and four poles

at the mode frequency fi. These additional components force the filter to roll off at

40 dB per decade away from the modal frequency. The overall bandpass filter is set

so that the gain at fi is unity.

Q anpass -+RS - MSelin
Top stage Mi

U Total Cost

ki Ne,

Figure 7-3: Signal flow block diagram inside the cost box.

The amplitude of the bandpass output is measured by an RMS filter in the second

step, shown in detail by Figure 7-5. The bandpass filtered signal enters the RMS filter

and the value of each sample immediately gets squared. This squared signal then goes

through a lowpass filter. The output of this lowpass filter approximates the average

of the squared signal. As a result, the lowpass output gives a real-time approximation

of the variance of the modal signal. A following square root operation converts this

variance into the RMS of the modal amplitude as seen by the top stage sensor.

The RMS lowpass filter is simple in structure but involves a significant design

trade-off. The filter has just two poles and no zeros. The poles are set to an angular

frequency of oc. The gain of the filter is scaled to be unity at zero frequency. The

design trade-off involves the choice of wc. Smaller w corresponds to more precise

averaging. However, the longer time constant also results in a slower response. If w
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Figure 7-4: Illustration of the modal bandpass filters. The blue line in the background

is a simulation of an example stage 1 displacement spectrum for a two mode system.

The magnitude of this line is arbitrary. The dotted and dashed lines are the unitless

bandpass filter transfer functions.

is small enough, large sudden disturbances will be missed. Larger W results in faster

responses that will capture sudden disturbances, however the filter will output poor

quality averages. Quantifying this trade-off, the time constant of the RMS response is

inversely proportional to w, whereas the precision of the RMS output is proportional

to the square root of w. Figure 7-5 displays this trade-off. The blue line is an example

of the output of the modal bandpass for a 1.3 Hz mode. The black dashed line is the

RMS filter output when wc - 0.1 rad/s, corresponding to a time constant of 62.8 s.

The red solid line is the RMS filter output when w - 0.025 rad/s, corresponding to a

time constant of 251.3 s. Since the red solid has an we that is 4 times smaller it rises

4 times slower, but has twice the precision.

The final box in the upper path then scales this measured modal amplitude ac-

cording to the chosen shape of the cost function. A discussion of this scaling and the

cost function shape is found in Section 7.3.2.

The lower path determines the cost of applying active damping with a noisy sensor.

This path has just one single step because the sensor noise from the OSEMs is known
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Figure 7-5: Simulated example of the response of an RMS filter with different time
constants. The blue trace in the background is the input to the filter, the dashed
black and red solid lines are the outputs with different time constants.

and constant and the pendulum is well modeled. As a result, the influence of this

sensor noise on the cavity signal can be predicted. This prediction can be updated

immediately at every sample time where a similar quality measurement of the noise

amplification would require many samples. The transfer functions in Eqs. (7.1) and

(7.2) formulate this prediction for the damping of mode i. x 4 is the motion of stage 4

along the cavity axis, v is the sensor noise, Ci is the combined estimator and modal

feedback filter transfer function for mode i, Q41 is the quadruple pendulum transfer

function from stage 1 to stage 4 along the cavity axis, Q11 is the quadruple pendulum

transfer function from stage 1 to stage 1 along the cavity axis, (#-1 )il is the mode

i element of the modal to Cartesian coordinate transformation, E,,i is the estimator

transfer function between the sensor signal and mode i, E,, is the estimator transfer

function between stage 1 actuation and mode i, Gi is the feedback filter for mode i,

and ki is the adaptive gain factor on Gi.
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X4 =____ _ V (7.1)
1 + CiQii

C k(qS 1)j1GjEsj (7.2)
1 + kj(#-1)jiGiEa,i

Eq. (7.3) states that when the loop gain CiQu for mode i is small, then the

displacement of the test mass is directly proportional to the adaptive scale value ki.

In this regime, the feedback simply amplifies sensor noise. 10 Hz where the noise

requirement begins is always within this regime because each unity gain crossing

tends to stay near the modal frequencies. The 'Gain Scaling' step in the lower path

takes advantage of this relation and simply calculates the sensor noise cost directly

from the current value of ki. Section 7.3.2 discusses this scaling.

X4 oc ki, CiQ 11 < 1 (7.3)

7.3.2 Cost function

The shapes of the cost function components are implemented by the 'Gain Scaling'

step in the lower path of the cost box and the 'Modal RMS Scaling' step in the upper

path. Figure 7-6 illustrates an example of these cost components as functions of the

damping gain k for a given level of seismic disturbance D. The dashed green line

is the sensor noise component implemented by the 'Gain Scaling' step and the solid

blue line is the modal amplitude component implemented by 'Modal RMS Scaling'

step. The dotted red line is the overall cost function, which is the sum of the squares

of each component.

The sensor noise cost component for each mode i follows Eq. (7.4). This cost

component is chosen to be linear in the damping gain because the influence of sensor

noise is also linear in the damping gain, as was shown by Eqs. (7.1) to (7.3). A zero

crossing for this linear cost is chosen at the gain value of ko,j, which is set to meet the

noise amplification requirements in Section 2.1. This value was chosen to have zero
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cost because there is no reason for the damping gain to be smaller than ko,j if sensor

noise is not an issue. In practice, the adaptive algorithm is constrained to ki > ko,j.

The modal amplitude component for each mode i follows Eqs. (7.5) to (7.7).

MRMS,i is the true RMS modal amplitude at any given time. Eq. (7.5) models this

value as being proportional to the unknown amplitude of the seismic disturbance Di

and inversely proportional to the square root of the damping gain ki. The cost func-

tion chosen to weight this modal amplitude is given by Eq. (7.6). The value Mo,j is a

value chosen by the user to scale the importance of the modal amplitude relative to

the sensor noise. erf() is the error function which equals 0 for an argument of 0 and

asymptotically approaches 1 as the argument approaches infinity. The cost function

is structured such that for small modal amplitudes the denominator approaches 1.

In this regime the modal amplitude cost is linearly proportional to the modal ampli-

tude. Since both cost components scale linearly, there is a symmetric trade-off in the

optimization between modal amplitude and sensor noise amplification. Large modal

amplitudes enter a regime where the denominator begins approaching zero and the

modal amplitude cost scales faster than a linear function. This nonlinear increase puts

more weight on suppressing large modal amplitudes to prevent the nonlinearities in

the interferometer from dominating the response. At the largest modal amplitudes,

the modal cost approaches infinity and the adaptive algorithm ignores sensor noise

entirely to do everything it can to keep the interferometer operational. In practice it

is not possible to implement Eq. (7.6) because Di is unknown. Instead, the adaption

implements Eq. (7.7), which employs the measured approximation MRMS,i given by

the output of the RMS filter.
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Damping Cost as a Function of Gain, for a Given Seismic Environment (simulation)
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Figure 7-6: Example cost function employed by the adaptive modal damping method

for each mode. In this example, D = 94, Mo = 6, and ko - 100.
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7.4 Adaptation Box

7.4.1 Gauss-Newton Algorithm

The adaptation box receives the two cost components for each mode i and calculates

how to step the corresponding damping gain ki. The Gauss-Newton algorithm in Eq.

7.8 performs this calculation.

ki,ne = ki,n- ajnJ ci,n (7.8)

ci,n Mc,i, (7.9)
Nc,i,n

d
Ji, d k ci,n (7.10)

d Mc,i,n 2 - iTjS,i"

- (1 + 2 M e( 2 0 )) -II
1

koj

The subscript n refers to the time of the current adaption step. The adaptation

stepping rate is different from the system's sampling rate. This adaption rate is vari-

able, but must always be slower than the sampling rate since a collection of samples

are required to build an average at each step. The adaption rate should also be slower

than the slowest closed loop pole to maintain modal damping stability. Further anal-

ysis, with Lyapunov functions for example, is required for faster adaptation rates.

Section 7.4.2 details the switching of the adaption rate.

The cost function components are listed in the two element column vector ci,.

The 2 x 1 matrix Ji,n is a Jacobian matrix that lists the gradients of ci, with respect

to ki,.. This matrix is model based, depending on Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6).

The t symbol signifies the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse operation. The scalar ain

is the Gauss-Newton step size. aj,n is also variable and discussed in the next section.
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7.4.2 Switching Step Rates and Sizes

As Figure 7-1 suggests, the adaptation must be able to handle seismic disturbances

that vary at a large range of time scales. To better handle this range, the adaptation

switches its step size and step rate so that it can respond quickly when necessary

while still converging accurately to the optimal damping gain when it can.

Figure 7-7 illustrates how this switching works. It is driven by a boundary layer

always referenced a factor of # > 1 above the sensor noise cost at step n. The sensor

noise cost makes a good reference because its shape is always the same, where the

modal amplitude cost changes according to unknown variable seismic disturbances.

This moving boundary splits the adaption into two regimes. If the modal amplitude

cost is below this boundary, the adaption remains in the regime of small a and slow

step rates. In this regime, the adaption converges accurately to the most optimal

damping gain at the expense of speed. If the modal amplitude cost jumps above

this boundary at step n + 1 due to a large sudden increase in the disturbance, then

the adaption enters the regime of large a and short step rates. Such quick responses

generally occur at the expense of poor convergence.

Since the boundary layer is always referenced to the current sensor noise cost,

it will eventually move back above the modal amplitude cost if the disturbance re-

mains at an increased amplitude. Then, the adaptation switches back into the slow,

small step regime allowing good convergence to the optimal solution. In essence, the

fast regime allows the adaption to quickly bring the modal damping into the 'neigh-

borhood' of the optimal solution, while the slow regime brings it in the rest of the

way.

The choice of # involves a design trade-off. Any values greater than 1 are valid.

Values closer to 1 result in a more aggressive adaptation. Too close to 1 also risks

the chance of triggering 'false alarm' crossing of the boundary. These false crossings

occur because the modal amplitude cost is an estimate of the properties of a stochastic

variable and is thus stochastic itself. Thus, # must be chosen large enough such that

the chance of a false crossing is sufficiently improbable, but small enough that true
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Figure 7-7: Boundary layer separating the cost function space into slow and fast
adaptive regions.

disturbance changes are caught.

Similarly, the choices of the two step sizes and step rates involve a design choice.

Though switching between two regimes allows more freedom, bigger steps and faster

rates still yield more aggressive adaption. The rates and sizes should be big enough

for the system to respond with the proper speed in each regime while still preserving

the appropriate accuracy in the modal amplitude cost.

7.5 Experimental Setup

Figure 7-8 sketches the experimental setup built at the LIGO Advanced Systems

Test Interferometer (LASTI) at MIT. This setup models on a smaller scale the 4 km

Fabry-Perot cavities of the Advanced LIGO observatories. These cavities consist of

two quadruple pendulums facing each other on opposite ends of the 4 km space. The

MIT setup has tighter space constraints and so consists of a full scale quadruple

pendulum prototype facing a smaller triple pendulum with 16 m between them. The

triple pendulum has three 3 kg stages and is about 80 cm tall.
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Figure 7-8: Experimental Fabry-Perot cavity setup at MIT used to test the adaptive
modal damping technique. The input laser power is 10 mW, the power transmission
coefficient of the triple pendulum test mass is 0.01 and the transmission coefficient of
the quadruple pendulum test mass is 5 x 10-5.

The cavity length measurement is generated from the laser light reflecting off the

back of the triple pendulum test mass by using a standard Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)

technique [50]. The cavity length between the test masses is maintained by applying

feedback forces to the bottom stage of the triple pendulum using the measured cavity

length as the error signal. Since the cavity measurement only has sufficient signal

when the cavity is near optical resonance, there is a 'lock acquisition' problem that

must be solved. This is the problem that to get a good interferometer signal the

cavity must be controlled near optical resonance, but to apply the control a good

interferometer signal must exist. The cavity is said to be 'locked' when it reaches

the state where it is controlled near resonance. The solution to this problem is to

use the laser beam transmitted through the partially reflective quadruple pendulum

test mass as a trigger because the power in this beam is proportional to the power in

the cavity. When this transmitted power is measured beyond a certain threshold, the
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cavity measurement is assumed good and the control is engaged. Typically with this

triggering the cavity will swing through a few optical fringes, before finally acquiring

lock. The control here has a bandwidth of 100 Hz, which suppresses the nominal cavity

displacement under 1.5 x 10-1 m RMS for typical seismic disturbance magnitudes.

This closed loop displacement is small enough that nonlinearities are not visible in

the output.

This setup is significantly less sensitive than the optical cavities comprising a true

GW observatory. Up to about 20 Hz the system is dominated by seismic disturbances

coming through the relatively poorly isolated triple pendulum. At 10 Hz without the

cavity control the test mass of the triple pendulum moves at 10-" m/ Hz, about 8

orders of magnitude more than the true advanced LIGO test masses. Above 20 Hz

the cavity is dominated by laser frequency noise. This noise constitutes a type of

sensor noise at the level of 10-1 m/ Hz, over 6 orders of magnitude greater than the

desired Advanced LIGO sensitivity. Suffice it to say, this cavity will not be measuring

GWs. Nonetheless, it is a good setup to test the various challenges associated with

the damping loops. The advantage of the MIT setup is that its cavity controller has

a large dynamic range, so that these disturbances and noises can be suppressed to

maintain a robust cavity lock. We will be interested in how the cavity signal responds

to various levels of seismic disturbances and active damping. Further details of this

cavity are found in reference [12].

The triple pendulum in this setup is used as the testbed for the adaptive modal

damping. The reason for this choice is that the OSEM sensor noise (even artificially

enhanced noise) is simply not visible in the relatively insensitive cavity measurement

once filtered through the well isolating quadruple pendulum. To test the adaptive

modal damping, artificial variable seismic disturbances are applied by driving a hy-

draulically actuated table underneath the triple pendulum. The quadruple pendulum

is given basic, non-adaptive active velocity damping. This damping benefits the cavity

control by reducing the motion of the quadruple pendulum test mass.

The triple pendulum has three modes that couple strongly to the cavity axis.

However, the cavity control reduces this number to two. Because the cavity control's
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bandwidth of 100 Hz is well above the highest frequency mode of the triple pendulum

at 2.8 Hz, the response of the bottom stage along the cavity axis follows the quadruple

pendulum much more than the rest of the triple pendulum. Consequently, the triple

pendulum perceives its bottom stage as an effectively rigid constraint along this axis.

For this reason, the modal damping in this experiment is applied to two modes, one

at 1.31 Hz and the other at 2.80 Hz. Logistically, this change in the triple pendulum's

response creates a problem because the modal damping must be turned on after the

cavity is already locked. In practice a robust, non-modal damping loop is applied

to the top stage to help obtain cavity lock. This loop is designed to be stable both

before and after the cavity is locked and does not need to meet any noise amplification

requirements. Then after the cavity is locked, the top stage damping switches to the

modal configuration.

Even though modal damping is applied to the triple pendulum, true OSEM sen-

sor noise is not visible in the cavity signal. Consequently, for the purposes of this

experiment, the sensor noise above 10 Hz is increased to about 2 x 10-5 ni//IHz. The

enhanced sensor noise is implemented by summing with the sensor signal digitally

generated white noise filtered through a fourth order highpass elliptical filter with a

10 Hz corner frequency, 1 dB of passband ripple, and a 60 dB stopband attenuation.

The corner frequency was chosen higher than the mode frequencies because this en-

hanced sensor noise is so large that the damping performance would be significantly

impaired. The corner is also low enough that the enhanced noise will not be lost

to the cavity signal by the mechanical filtering of the triple pendulum (as it would

inevitably be with the quadruple pendulum).

The damping feedback filters are an earlier variation of the design presented in

Section 6.2. Equations (7.11) and (7.12) list the filters for modes 1 and 2 respectively.

The main difference in the design here is that they have more aggressive lowpass

filtering for more sensor noise isolation. The design in Section 6.2 considers that

the greater phase margin afforded by filters with less aggressive filtering can reach

greater closed loop damping ratios. The loss in noise filtering is compensated for by

the adaptation. As a result, the maximum damping gains in this experiment do not
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reach the upper limits that provide maximum damping.

(s + 80.54)(s + 0.8219)
(s2 + 8.136s + 66.2) (s2 + 16.7s + 595.8)

(s + 173.7) (s + 1.772)
(s2 + 17.54s + 307.8) (s 2 + 36s + 2770)

The analysis in Section 6.4 establishes the link between damping gains and damp-

ing ratios. The damping gains were given upper bounds set to ki = 2000 correspond-

ing to an approximate damping ratio of 0.32, and k2 = 5000 corresponding to an

approximate damping ratio of 0.10. These upper bounds were chosen to be small

enough to ensure stability, robustness, and sufficient decoupling between the modes.

The analysis in Section 6.4, developed after this experiment, indicates that both up-

per bounds could be pushed to damping ratios of r/ma= 0.39 if the feedback design

in Section 6.2 was employed. Beyond this limit the modal damping feedback loops

can no longer be considered independent because the underactuated nature of the

damping control causes coupling between the modes.

The sensor noise costs were calculated with ko,1 = 500 and k0 ,2 = 100. These are

the experimentally determined upper limits where sensor noise is not visible in the

interferometer output. These values also establish the lower bounds in the range of

possible adaptive damping gains. These lower bounds correspond to a damping ratio

of 0.080 for the 1.31 Hz mode and a damping ratio of 0.002 for the 2.80 Hz mode. The

lower frequency mode has a higher minimum damping ratio because it is farther from

the frequencies where sensor noise first becomes visible.

The modal amplitude costs were calculated with scale factors M, 1 = 15 and

MO,2 = 4. These values were chosen experimentally to provide an approximately

equal trade-off between sensor noise amplification and upconversion for all possible

damping gains.

The switching boundary layer was chosen to have a height of # = 2 above the

sensor noise cost for both modes. This value was determined by experimentally

observing the smallest # that would not result in false boundary crossings for at least

an hour of constant disturbance. Also, both modes were given slow step rates of 60 s
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and fast step rates of 30 s. In the slow step regime the adaptation employs RMS filters

with poles at w = 0.1 rad/s in the modal amplitude cost path. In the fast step regime

the RMS filters have poles at w = 0.2 rad/s. Both slow and fast modal amplitude

costs are calculated simultaneously so that when the step rate changes, the system

merely chooses the cost value appropriate to the new rate. The small step sizes were

chosen as a = 0.125 for the first mode and a = 0.25 for the second mode. The large

step sizes were chosen to be a = 2 for the first mode and a = 4 for the second mode.

The switching from a slow step rate to a fast rate is set to trigger when either one

of the slow modal amplitude costs jumps above its boundary layer. As a result, both

modes always take simultaneous steps. Triggering on the slower cost measurement

also reduces the likelihood of 'false alarms'. The switching of step sizes however occurs

independently for each mode and is triggered by whichever modal cost measurement

is active, slow or fast. Thus, it is possible for three cases to exist for each mode. A

slow step rate with a small step size, a fast step rate with a large step size, or a fast

step rate with a small step size.

7.6 Results

This section presents the results from two types of tests performed on the experimental

setup at MIT described in the previous section. Both tests apply disturbances by

driving the hydraulically actuated table mounting the triple pendulum. The velocity

of the support table tracks the input disturbance signal. The first test emphasizes

the adaptation's time response, the second its steady state frequency response.

The first test evaluates the system's time response to large amplitude, short time

constant disturbances. Specifically, the disturbance induced by trains passing over

the tracks near the LIGO Livingston Observatory was reproduced by driving the table

underneath the triple pendulum with the same approximately 15 minute waveform

observed by local seismometers on November 21, 2009. The results from this test are

shown in Figure 7-9. The figure includes the results from three trials of the test. The

first trial was run with non-adaptive modal damping by holding the damping gains
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fixed at the values of ko. The second and third trials were run with the adaption

engaged, using the ko values as the initial conditions.

The lower plot of Figure 7-9a displays the disturbance waveform as measured by

seismometers mounted to the triple pendulum's table. The top plot displays the

measured cavity displacement between the two test masses. 7-9b displays the power

of the transmitted laser beam exiting the back of the quadruple pendulum test mass.

This value is proportional to the laser power resonating between the two test masses.

The normalized optimal value of 1 indicates maximum power, where 0 indicates no

power. 7-9c plots the evolution of the adaptive damping gains for both modes.

The first trial without adaption occurs before the vertical dotted line at 10 minutes

on the time axis. This trial was cut short because the disturbance was strong enough

to break the cavity lock, meaning a failure of the control system. The lock loss is

indicated in 7-9b by the drop in transmitted power to zero. The subsequent two

trials with adaptation occur from 10 to 25 minutes and 48 to 63 minutes. Though

a visible reduction in the transmitted power is visible, the adaptation during these

trials was successful at maintaining cavity lock. This success is a result of the rapid

response of the adaption shown in 7-9c to the initiation of the disturbances. Each

trial reached the maximum allowed damping gain for mode 1 within about 3 steps,

or about 1.5 minutes. The second mode's damping gain followed a few minutes

later. The apparent delay in the second mode is a result of the character of the

disturbance's frequency content. The disturbance contains lower frequencies when

the train is relatively distant, but increases in frequency as the train gets nearer.

The adaption responds accordingly by only increasing the damping gains required

at the appropriate time, minimizing the total sensor noise amplification. First it

increases the gain on the lower frequency mode and later increases the gain on the

higher frequency mode as the frequency content evolves. The gains drop in magnitude

relatively slowly after the disturbance has passed because the modal amplitude cost

falls below the slow/fast boundary layer. The disturbance from 65 to 75 minutes is

not part of the test and represents a true disturbance that just happened to occur

near the test's conclusion. The adaption responds to this disturbance as well.
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Figure 7-9: This figure shows the response of the MIT setup to disturbances applied
by shaking the table underneath the triple pendulum. The top half of plot (a) shows
the measured change in displacement between the two test masses due to the velocity
of these disturbances shown in the bottom plot of (a). Plot (b) shows the measured
power of the laser transmitted through the quadruple pendulum, which is proportional
to the power resonant in the cavity between the test masses. Plot (c) shows the
response of the adaptive damping gains.
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The second test evaluates the interferometer's frequency response with adaptive

modal damping to varying amplitudes of a seismic disturbance. This disturbance is

applied to the triple pendulum in a frequency band between 1 Hz and 3 Hz. This

band was chosen because it overlaps both with common anthropogenic disturbance

frequencies and the pendulum mode frequencies. The signal is generated by filtering

white noise through a sixth order bandpass elliptical filter with a 60 dB attenuated

stopband and 1 dB ripple passband.

Figure 7-10 illustrates these results. The black solid line serves as the reference

when there is no enhanced disturbance and the adaption is at the initial conditions

of ki = ko, 1 and k2 = k0 ,2 . The disturbance amplitude is subsequently increased in 4

steps. Each step adds a factor of 1.7 in amplitude from the background reference level.

Between each step the adaption is allowed to settle to its steady state optimal damping

gains. The amplification of sensor noise is visible in the band from 6 Hz to 15 Hz. The

upconversion of the seismic disturbance is visible between 3 Hz and 6 Hz. The cost

function was tuned by adjusting the Mo,1 and Mo,2 values so that the upconversion

increases at approximately the same rate as the sensor noise amplification with this

type of disturbance.

7.7 Conclusion

The adaptive modal damping algorithm presented in this chapter offers a real-time

optimal solution to the damping of suspension systems in gravitational wave inter-

ferometers. This algorithm finds a set of optimal gains on modal damping feedback

filters, where the optimal point evolves in time in response to the changing environ-

mental disturbances. The adaptation converges to the optimal point at different rates

depending on the rate of change of these disturbances. It responds with fast adaption

to sudden increases in disturbance amplitudes to quickly reach the neighborhood of

the optimal solution. This fast response also allows the interferometer to remain op-

erational where it otherwise would not. Slow adaptation then allows the system to

more precisely close in on the optimal set of gains.
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Figure 7-10: The steady state measured amplitude spectra of the output of the MIT

interferometer with varying amplitudes of seismic disturbance. These disturbances

are applied by shaking the table supporting the triple pendulum and are designed
to be flat in velocity between 1 Hz and 3 Hz and close to zero elsewhere. The dis-

turbance signal comes from filtering white noise through a bandpass elliptical filter.

The modal adaptive damping is allowed to respond and settle to each amplitude of

seismic disturbance.
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The adaptive method described here is versatile in that it is easily modified to

other classes of interferometer control. Examples of other control loops that could

benefit from similar adaption are the test mass steering control, the control of auxil-

iary cavities, and the control of the vibration isolation tables supporting the pendu-

lums. The adaption can also be modified to optimize the interferometer sensitivity

to specific classes of astronomical events, as shown in Chapter 8.

There are a few significant limitations to this adaptive method. First, stability

is only guaranteed if the adaption rates are well below the slowest eigenvalues of

the closed loop system. From the point of view of the control system, the changing

parameters can be thought of as quasi-static. If the parameters change more quickly,

additional analysis is required, for example with a Lyapunov function. Second, faster

adaption rates lead to poorer convergence due to the necessity of estimating the

variance of a stochastic variable. Thus, there is a fundamental limit at how quickly

any adaption can respond. This estimate requires the measurement of a certain

number oscillations. As a result, lower frequency disturbances will inevitably result

in slower adaptation. The final significant limitation is obtaining the Jacobian matrix

of the Gauss-Newton algorithm. The adaption here relies on a model of the gradient

of the cost functions with respect to the damping gains. Calculating this model was

possible because the cost functions have a simple relation to the damping gains. More

complicated relations might make a model difficult to obtain or require the Jacobian

matrix to be estimated either off-line or on-line. On-line estimation may greatly

degrade the performance and stability of the adaptation.

Future work on this adaptation technique should pursue multiple directions. One

direction is an optimal way to transition the modal damping feedback gains. The

adaption in the experiment here updates the gains with abrupt steps in the values.

Such abrupt transitions can cause momentary noise and disturbance upconversion,

exactly what we are trying to avoid. Work needs to be done to determine how much

this transition needs to be smoothed out since it will impact the adaption rate.
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Chapter 8

Adaptive Modal Damping for

Targeted Searches

Each class of the GW sources produces waves with a certain signature in the frequency

domain. Consequently, adaptive modal damping does not have the same impact on

all sources. This chapter employs a simulation of an Advanced LIGO 4 km Fabry-

Perot cavity to establish adaptive modal damping cost functions that are optimal

to the detection of waves from these sources. Section 8.1 summarizes the details of

this simulation. Section 8.2 develops the metrics used to quantify these sensitivities.

Sections 8.3 and 8.4 use these metrics to present the simulation results for the source

classes.

8.1 Simulation Details

The adaptive modal damping performance is explored through MATLAB@ and Sim-

ulink® simulations of an Advanced LIGO 4 km arm cavity. This simulation, illus-

trated by the diagram in Figure 8-1 follows a similar structure to Figure 7-2 where

one of the pendulums in the cavity receives modal damping and variable seismic dis-

turbances along the x axis. However, the cavity control forces that maintain the fixed

4 km between the test masses are applied to the pendulum at the other end of the

cavity using the feedback filters C1 to C4 . Separating the damping and cavity control
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allows us to study modal damping on a greater number of modes, in this case four.

The state space models of these identical pendulums and the cavity control feedback

filters employed by this simulation are listed in Appendices A and C respectively. The

frequencies of pendulum model's modes are 0.443 Hz, 0.996 Hz, 2.01 Hz, and 3.42 Hz.

The damping filter design of Section 6.2 is employed. The feedback gains k are

replaced with the (, values from Section 6.4. The relationship between the two is

given by Eq. (8.1), which combines Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21). This transformation

provides a more intuitive understanding of the feedback gains since (,,i approximates

the closed loop damping ratio of mode i.

= (-1)kj(8.1)

2wi (Mm)ii

Stage 1 measurement

Modal Non-stationary Pend. Pend. stationary
Cost Adapt Damping disturbance disturbance

Stage 1 damping force

Sensor noise 2

Damping gains c

g2Interferometer signal w/

-8:1x10~1' meter nonlinear moe

Figure 8-1: Top level block diagram of the simulation used to investigate the influence
of adaptive modal damping on the sensitivity of Advanced LIGO to particular GW
sources.

To simulate the effect of upconversion, a nonlinearity must be introduced into

the simulated interferometer. It is known from experience with the Initial LIGO

interferometers that there are many possible sources of nonlinearity, many of which

are poorly understood or poorly measured as described in Section 7.1. Further, the

Advanced LIGO interferometers are not yet operational (under construction at time

of writing), so their behavior has yet to be characterized. Consequently, a nonlinearity

must be assumed for the purposes of this work. A simple nonlinear function (8.2) is
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chosen for the interferometer output in terms of the interferometer arm length.

AL = AL - AL 2 (8.2)
8 x 10- 13 meters

AL is the true deviation in the interferometer arm length and AL is the interfer-

ometrically measured deviation. For small AL this equation is linear. For larger AL,

the quadratic term becomes significant. This form was chosen because it is straight

forward to simulate and understand, and it is known that many nonlinearities have

approximately quadratic behavior. The quadratic term in this equation is scaled so

that seismic upconversion is not visible beyond the background seismic level until

the interferometer displacement goes beyond about 10-14 m, or about an order of

magnitude greater than the control requirements. That requirement was chosen to

minimize known nonlinear terms in the interferometer output [26].

This upconversion behavior is investigated for varying amplitudes of a seismic

disturbance. The constant nominal background seismic disturbance level is modeled

by applying filtered white noise to the ground input of both pendulums. The white

noise has an amplitude of 1m/ Hz and is filtered by the transfer function in Eq.

(8.3), which models the Advanced LIGO pre-isolation seismic goal [7].

5.0532 x 10-10(s + 6.283)4(s + 1.257) (8.3)
(s + 1.257) 6 (s + 0.06283)

The variable seismic disturbance is applied only to the pendulum with modal damp-

ing and is modeled by filtering similar white noise through a lowpass filter with a

cutoff at 4 Hz. The lowpass filter consists of two parts. The first is a sixth order

elliptical lowpass with 1 dB of passband ripple and 60 dB of stopband attenuation. It

is implemented with the MATLAB® function call cllip(6,1,60,2 * pi * 4,'low','s').

The second part is a simple lowpass filter with 4 complex poles at 4 Hz and damping

ratios of -. The maximum 0 Hz gain is set to 5 x 10-10.

Sensor noise is assumed to have a linear influence on the interferometer's perfor-

mance and is modeled in MATLAB@ with an amplitude of 10-10 m/Hz for each
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OSEM sensor. Its amplification is bounded by the minimum and maximum levels

of modal damping. Here the minimum level is chosen to achieve a damping ratio

of 5 x 10-4, or quality factor of 1000, which is about the level of natural damping

and small enough that sensor noise is negligible. The maximum level is chosen as

the theoretical maximum damping ratio of 0.203 determined by Section 6.4, or an

approximate quality factor of 2.5.

Figure 8-2 plots the seismic disturbance and sensor noise inputs to the pendulums.

The solid line is the nominal low amplitude seismic disturbance, the dashed line is the

maximum additional disturbance summed with the nominal level in the simulation.

This increase represents a maximum increase of two orders of magnitude between

1 Hz and 4 Hz, which are typical anthropogenic disturbance frequencies overlapping

with the pendulum resonance frequencies. The dotted line is a model of the measured

stationary noise of the stage 1 sensor. Reference [51] presents an investigation into

the variation of seismic amplitudes at the Livingston Observatory.

Figure 8-3 illustrates the bounds on the contributions to the simulated interfer-

ometer output due to the disturbance and noise shown in Figure 8-2. The blue solid

line represents the contribution from the nominal background level of the seismic

disturbance, where upconversion is not visible. The dotted blue line represents the

disturbance contribution when the maximum variable disturbance is applied with

minimum damping. Large amounts of upconversion are visible here. A linear re-

sponse would reconstruct the previous line at these frequencies. The red solid line

represents the sensor noise amplification due to the minimum level of damping. The

red dotted line represents the sensor noise amplification with the highest possible

level of the damping. The thick solid black line is the design sensitivity for the Ad-

vanced LIGO interferometers operating in mode la as described by [52]. This mode of

operation is chosen since it represents the best low frequency performance. It is cal-

culated using LIGO's Gravitational Wave Interferometer Noise Calculator (GWINC)

[53]. Note that the amplified seismic and sensor noises go beyond this design curve at

the lowest frequencies. The result of this point has important consequences for which

GW sources are influenced by adaptive modal damping.
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Figure 8-3: Simulated example of relevant low and high noise terms relative to Ad-
vanced LIGO's nominal design sensitivity. The high upconverted seismic disturbance
line is generated from large disturbances between 0 Hz and 4 Hz when damping is
small. The upconversion results from a simulated quadratic nonlinearity term in the
behavior of the interferometer with large displacements.
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8.2 Advanced LIGO Sensitivity to GW Sources

This section presents the basic theory on how LIGO measures its sensitivity to the

GW source classes of binary inspirals and the stochastic background. The sensitivities

to these two classes are most likely to be influenced by adaptive modal damping. The

metrics presented here will be used to quantify the simulation results in Sections 8.3

and 8.4. The sensitivities to the source classes of pulsars and bursts are unlikely to

be influenced because they dominate at frequencies well beyond the reach of adaptive

modal damping. Consequently, they are not considered here.

8.2.1 Binary Inspiral

The sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO interferometers to binary inspirals is typically

reported as a distance called the 'inspiral range'. This is the distance from the

Earth to which the interferometer can detect an inspiral event with a certainty of

approximately five standard deviations1 . The inspiral range, r, can be calculated

with the following equations [54].

c2 51/3M 5 /30 2  fIsco df
9674/3,2 J0 f7/ 3 h2  (8.4)

G (M1M 2 ) 3/5

M4 = (8.5)c2 (Mi + M 2)1/5

C
3

fisco = 6. wrG(Mi + M2) (8.6)

Mi and M 2 are the masses of the two inspiraling objects, M is a quantity known

as the 'chirp mass' (in units of meters), c is the speed of light, G the gravitational

constant, and p is the minimum desired signal to noise ratio. Typically, p = 8 for the

certainty of approximately five standard deviations.

The GW frequency, fIsco, occurs when the orbital radius reaches the minimum

value known as the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO). At this radius the inspiral

'The exact certainty for a given inspiral range depends on a variety of factors, however five
standard deviations is approximately true assuming Gaussian noise.
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transitions to a merger phase where the objects begin their final plunge toward each

other. Consequently, the inspiral phase has a maximum GW frequency at this radius

defined by (8.6) [55].

Note that Eqs. (8.4) to (8.6) do not take into account the redshift. The most

distant inspirals visible to Advanced LIGO (~ 3 Gpc) do experience redshifted GWs

by the time they reach Earth. However, the redshift is small enough that the error

introduced to the inspiral range is likely to be less than the error introduced from the

Advanced LIGO signal calibration. Consequently, the redshift is ignored.

It is expected that Advanced LIGO will be sensitive to inspiraling objects in the

mass range from approximately 1 to 300 solar masses. LIGO will only be able to

detect these objects in the final moments of their merger. The low end of this mass

range will be visible on the order of 10 minutes and the high end on the order of 1

second.

Though the metric of inspiral range is useful to study the detectability of waves

from inspiral sources, there is another complementary metric to consider. This metric

is the number of cycles to merger. The observations of these cycles, or orbits, of the

binary system permit the estimation of its properties. The more cycles observed, the

better the deduction of the system properties. The lowest frequencies of the inspiral

signal visible in the detector contain the vast majority of these cycles.

The expression determining the number of cycles to merger, Ncyc, at time t is

given by Eq. (8.7). f(t) represents the frequency of the wave at time t.

Ncyc(t) = 3 ( ) [f-5/3(t) - f (8.7)

8.2.2 Stochastic Background

The sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO observatories to the stochastic background is

typically reported as the minimum visible energy density of gravitational radiation in

the universe. This value is reported as the dimensionless quantity Qg, and is given

by Eq. (8.8) for the network of Advanced LIGO observatories. QgW represents the
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90% confidence level of detection.

Qgw 1.65 [ 32G 2  2 -0.5(8.8)
Pcritical 25c 4 T O

Pcritical = 8G (8.9)

S(f) = (8.10)
f3P(f)

-(f) = -0.124842jo(a) - 2.90014 * jl(a) + 3.00837 * j2(a) (8.11)

a = f, d = 3 x 106 meters (8.12)
c

Pcritical represents the energy required to close the universe and is used here to

normalize Qg, to a dimensionless quantity. T represents the length of observation

time. Longer observations result in smaller Qgw, or better sensitivity. S(f) is the

sensitivity spectral density of the observatories to the stochastic background. P(f)

is the noise power spectral density of the observatories, assumed to be the same for

all of them. -y(f) is known as the overlap reduction function, which mathematically

merges the network of observatories into a single equivalent detector. The function

is purely dependent on the separation and relative orientation of the observatories.

Eqs. (8.11) and (8.12) represent the overlap reduction function between the Hanford,

WA and Livingston, LA observatories. For this case, Eq. (8.11) is a sum of three

Bessel functions. The distance between the observatories is given by the value d.

More details on this theory are given in reference [20].

8.3 Binary Inspiral Results

To get a preliminary idea of how adaptive modal damping might influence the detec-

tion of inspirals, the effects of upconversion and sensor noise are first tested indepen-

dently. First, with damping turned down to the minimum level, the variable seismic

disturbance is tested at a set of amplitudes from 0% to 100% of the maximum (Figure

8-4). Then, the effect of sensor noise is tested for a set of damping levels between the
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minimum and maximum with no variable seismic disturbance (Figure 8-5).

Figure 8-4a plots the estimated inspiral range at each seismic amplitude as a

function of binary mass. The curves have positive slope at low masses because the

amplitudes of the waves increase with the mass. As the mass increases further, the

termination frequency, fisco, decreases below the sensitive region of the interferom-

eter. This drop in frequency results in a negative slope despite the increase in wave

amplitude. Overall, the inspiral range degrades as upconversion begins to dominate

the low frequencies of the sensitivity curve. The loss in range is most pronounced for

high mass inspirals because they exist primarily at these low frequencies. Low mass

inspirals achieve most of their range between 30 Hz and 1000 Hz, beyond the influence

of upconversion.

Figure 8-4b plots the corresponding reduction in the inspiral volume (r3 ) at each

mass value. The inspiral volume is more directly meaningful than the range because

the number of potential inspirals scales linearly with the volume, which is proportional

to the cube of the range. These curves are generated by cubing the ratio of the curves

in Figure 8-4a with the maximum at each mass value. Because of the cubic relation

a modest decrease in inspiral range can lead to a significant decrease in volume.

Figure 8-5 is structured in the same way as Figure 8-4, but depends on varying

damping sensor noise rather than seismic disturbances. The sensor noise amplification

scales linearly with the damping level, causing results that look very similar to those

from increasing seismic amplitudes. The loss in inspiral range is not as dramatic since

the sensor noise is never amplified as much as the maximum upconverted disturbance

in this case, but the loss in visible volume is still significant.

The goal for the adaptive modal damping design is to create cost functions that

will balance the effects observed in Figures 8-4 and 8-5. The desirable result will

be enough damping to reduce the seismic upconversion while limiting the amount of

sensor noise amplification. To explore this trade-off, Figure 8-6 shows the results of

a test where the inspiral volume for two 150 solar mass inspiraling black holes was

plotted for varying amounts of damping and seismic disturbances. For simplicity,

equal damping is applied to the four x modes here. The optimal results where the
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Figure 8-4: Effect of seismic disturbance on inspiral sensitivity as a function of inspiral
mass. The horizontal axis lists the mass of each object in a symmetric binary system.
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Figure 8-5: Effect of damping noise on inspiral sensitivity as a function of inspiral
mass. The horizontal axis lists the mass of each object in a symmetric binary system.
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curves are maximized occur when the sensor noise amplification in the sensitivity

curve (e.g. Figure 8-3) equals the magnitude of seismic upconversion. The frequency

band where this matters, approximately 5 Hz to 20 Hz, is narrow enough that a good

overlap is possible even if the slopes are not exactly the same. Since optimal damping

depends on this overlap, it is independent of binary mass. In fact, optimal damping

for any source is given by this overlap.

Inspiral Volume for two 150 Solar Mass Inspiraling Black Holes
3.

3
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2
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Figure 8-6: The inspiral volume for two 150 solar mass inspiraling black holes for
varying seismic amplitudes and damping levels.

In Figure 8-6 the damping applied to all the modes is the same. However, im-

provements are possible by invoking adaptive modal damping cost functions that

incorporate relevant information. These cost functions are realized in the form of

Eqs. (7.4) and (7.7) by replacing ko,j with (o,i and ki with (,,i. The (o and Mo,j values

are scaled here for each of the four x modes i. The values chosen are selected to

improve upon the results in Figure 8-6 and are listed in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Adaptive modal damping cost function parameters.

Parameter Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

(G 5 x 10- 4 5 x 10- 4  5 x 10- 4  5 x 10-4

MO 2 x 10-8 1 x 10~9 8 x 10-10 5 x 10-10
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Various information was used to select these cost function parameters. The higher

frequency modes contribute more sensor noise amplification at the relevant frequen-

cies. Additionally, mode 3 contributes the most to the displacement between the test

masses. As a result, the Mo values are chosen so that the mode 3 damping value

is always higher than the optimal of Figure 8-6, and mode 4 is always slightly less.

Mode 2 is chosen to have approximately the same damping as mode 4. It contributes

less sensor noise, but similarly less displacement as well. The amplitude of mode 1

hardly increases at all because it is below the frequencies of this particular distur-

bance. As a result, its Mo is made large enough so that its damping is insensitive to

this disturbance, but small enough that it would be sensitive to other disturbances

at the mode 1 frequency. All the (o damping values are chosen as the simulation's

minimum damping ratio of 5 x 10-4 in order to ensure sensor noise is negligible for

the un-amplified seismic state.

The optimal damping gains determined by these cost functions are listed for a

selected set of seismic amplitudes in Table 8.2. The listed 150 solar mass inspiral

volume is always greater than or equal to the maximum values in Figure 8-6, with

the difference increasing with the seismic amplitude. Note that with this optimal

damping the inspiral volume decreases very slowly with increasing seismic amplitude.

At 100% of the maximum disturbance, only 8.4% of the volume is lost. As Table 8.3

shows, choosing the maximum damping level instead would lose 84.5%. Maintaining

the minimum damping level loses 99.9%. Figure 8-7 illustrates the last column of

these tables in a bar graph form.

Figure 8-8 plots the sensitivity spectrum given by the case of optimal damping

Table 8.2: Optimal damping values determined by the selected cost functions. The
last column lists the inspiral volume for two 150 solar mass black holes. The percent-
age of the inspiral volume to the best case volume is given in parenthesis.

Seismic i (r,2 (r,3 (,4 r 3 (Mpc 3 x 106)
0% max 0.00054 0.00055 0.00051 0.00050 3051 (100%)

50% max 0.00059 0.0051 0.016 0.0042 2982 (97.7%)
75% max 0.00073 0.0089 0.029 0.0090 2915 (95.5%)
100% max 0.00091 0.014 0.046 0.016 2796 (91.6%)
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Table 8.3: Inspiral results for the maximum disturbance with the maximum and
minimum damping levels. The last column lists the inspiral volume for two 150 solar
mass black holes. The percentage of the inspiral volume to the best case volume is
given in parenthesis.

Seismic (r,i (r,2 (r,3 (r,4 r 3 (Mpc 3 x 106)
100% max 0.2030 0.2030 0.2030 0.2030 473 (15.6%)
100% max 0.0005 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 3.05 (0.1%)
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Figure 8-7: Summary
damping. This data is

of inspiral volume results with and without adaptive modal
listed in the last column of Tables 8.2 and 8.3.
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with the maximum seismic amplitude (last row of Table 8.2). Note, that the amount

of upconversion is significantly less than the maximum level shown in Figure 8-3

despite equal seismic disturbances. Note, also that this is achieved with less than

the maximum sensor noise amplification. The overlap between the sensor noise and

upconverted seismic noise indicates the realization of optimal damping.

Advanced LIGO Displacement Sensitivity

101 Upconverted Seismic with Optimal Damping
-Sensor Noise with Optimal Damping
mNominal aLIGO Sensitivity

10-16

~1018

10-20

10 2 3
10 10 10

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 8-8: Simulated interferometer sensitivity with the optimal modal damping
gains for the maximum seismic disturbance.

Since the majority of the observed cycles of an inspiral occur at the lowest fre-

quencies, binaries of relatively low mass whose inspiral range is hardly influenced by

adaptive modal damping may still benefit from this method. Figure 8-9 illustrates

the number of visible cycles for two 1.4 solar mass neutron stars at 100 Mpc from the

Earth. Two cases are considered: the dotted black line shows the sensitivity with

the maximum seismic amplitude with minimum damping and the solid black line

shows maximum seismic amplitude with the optimal damping. The dashed magenta

line shows the inspiral signal at each frequency. The influence from adaptive modal

damping on the inspiral range for this pair is negligible. However, The influence

on observable cycles is non-negligible. With minimum damping, about 5000 cycles

are visible. With optimal damping, about 16000 cycles are visible, over three times
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more. Without adaptive modal damping Advanced LIGO would detect this source,

but would determine its properties with much less precision.

104

0151

10-16
z 101

10

10-19

1020
102
Frequency (Hz)

103

Figure 8-9: The solid black line is the Advanced LIGO sensitivity with the maximum
seismic disturbance and optimal damping. The dotted black line is the sensitivity
with the maximum disturbance and minimum damping. The dashed magenta line
(courtesy Scott Hughes) is the characteristic signal produced by two inspiraling neu-
tron stars of 1.4 solar masses each at a distance of 100 Mpc from the Earth.
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8.4 Stochastic Background Results

This section presents the influence of adaptive modal damping on the sensitivity of the

simulation to the stochastic background. The same cost functions that are optimal

for binary inspirals are optimal here as well. These results are plotted in Figure 8-10

and summarized in Table 8.4.

Normalized Sensitivity to GW Stochastic Background

1 Nominal seismic with min damping. Min Q, = 7.82 x 10-10

0.9_ -Max seismic with min damping. Min O0 , 13.38 x 10-1'
-Max seismic with max damping. Min Qg, = 8.40 x 10-10

0.8 -Max seismic with optimal damping. Min Q, = 7.85 x 10-10

0.7 -

m 0.6-

0.5-

0.4-

4 0.3-

0.2-

0.1-

0 1 102 13

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 8-10: The relative sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO detector to stochastic
gravitational waves at all frequencies. The listed energy densities, Qg,, are averaged
over one year of data.

Figure 8-10 plots the stochastic sensitivity spectral density S(f) given by Eq.

(8.10). These curves show at what frequencies the system is most sensitive to the

stochastic background under four different cases. The thick black line corresponds

with the top row of the table and refers to the ideal case of minimum seismic amplitude

and minimum damping where Qgw = 7.82 x 10-10. The blue line corresponds with

the second row and represents the case with the maximum seismic amplitude and

minimum damping where QgW = 13.38 x 10-10. The green line is the third row and is

the case where the seismic level is still maximum but now with maximum damping.

Here Qg, = 8.40 x 10-10. The red line is the last row where optimal damping is used

to suppress the maximum seismic disturbance resulting in Qg, = 7.85 x 10-10. In all
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cases the curves in Figure 8-10 have been normalized by the same constant so that

the largest value in the figure is 1.

Recall that better stochastic sensitivity is given by smaller Qgw, in contrast to

inspiral sensitivity which improves with increasing range. Consequently, we can see

that optimal damping at the worst seismic levels virtually reconstructs the best case

scenario with the minimum seismic and damping levels. The difference in Qgw be-

tween the first and last rows in the table is only 0.4%. If the minimum damping

level is maintained at the greatest seismic level, the sensitivity degrades by 41.6%.

These results show that adaptive modal damping can preserve the sensitivity to the

stochastic background under all seismic levels in this simulation.

Note though that the sensitivity with the maximum damping level is only worse

than optimal damping by 6.5%. Thus, from the point of view of the stochastic back-

ground, adaptive modal damping is only slightly better than running LIGO with max-

imum damping on the pendulums. The reason for these results is that the stochastic

sensitivity is focused in a relatively narrow frequency band around 20 Hz. This fre-

quency is on the edge of where seismic upconversion and sensor noise amplification

have influence. If one is interested specifically in the background radiation below

20 Hz, then the benefits of adaptive modal damping becomes more obvious.

Table 8.4: Advanced LIGO stochastic sensitivity results from the simulation. The
last row is the case of optimal damping with the maximum seismic amplitude.

Seismic (r,i (r,2 (r,3 (r,4 g, X 1010

0% max 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 7.82
100% max 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 13.38
100% max 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 8.40
100% max 0.00091 0.014 0.046 0.016 7.85

8.5 Conclusion

This chapter expands upon the adaptive modal damping technique developed in

Chapter 7 by examining the benefit to the detection of binary inspirals and the

stochastic background. The simulations presented here show that the adaptation
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has the power to successfully select modal damping gains for the Advanced LIGO

quadruple pendulum resonances that are optimal to the detection of multiple sources

of gravitational waves. These damping values balance the influences of damping sen-

sor noise amplification and nonlinear seismic upconversion. The time varying nature

of the damping values keep the interferometer operating near optimal sensitivity un-

der a large range of operating conditions, where static damping would only be optimal

for a limited set of conditions.

For detecting binary inspirals the optimization is most effective when the combined

mass is greater than 150 solar masses. High mass binaries produce high amplitude

waves, but exist within LIGO's sensitive frequency band only at the extreme low-

est end where the trade-off between upconversion and sensor noise amplification is

expected to dominate. The detection of lower mass binaries is less effected because

their sensitivity is concentrated at frequencies beyond the reach of adaptive modal

damping. However, the problem of estimating the system's properties is still greatly

influenced by adaptive modal damping. This estimation depends on the number of

observed orbits a binary system undergoes before merging. The greatest number of

these orbits occurs at the lowest frequencies. Thus, even if a binary is detected it's

properties may not be well estimated unless the low frequency sensitivity is maxi-

mized.

Adaptive modal damping also benefits the observation of stochastic background

radiation. The influence is less dramatic than the influence on high mass binary

inspirals. Stochastic sensitivity is focused at frequencies at the extreme high end of

the band where the trade-off between upconversion and sensor noise amplification

dominates.

Other sources of gravitational waves potentially visible to Advanced LIGO occur

at frequencies beyond the influence of adaptive modal damping. Pulsars radiate

GWs too weakly by the time their spins decay to relevant frequencies. Supernovae

are similarly expected to emit most of their radiation at higher frequencies.

Although the adaption in this chapter is applied to the damping of the quadru-

ple pendulum mechanical resonances, there are many other possible areas of the
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Advanced LIGO interferometers where adaptation could enhance their sensitivity in

similar ways. These areas include damping of double and triple pendulums, test

mass steering control, and the control of the seismic pre-isolation tables. In fact, the

overall contribution from sensor noise is likely to be higher in practice since only the

quadruple pendulum modes along the cavity axis are considered here. In all cases the

benefits to the sensitivity are likely to occur at similarly low frequencies.

Future work should also study how the optimal adaptive solution depends on

the length and angular control of the 4km Fabry-Perot cavities. The dependence

will depend strongly on which nonlinearities are dominant. For example, stronger

control of these cavities may suppress optical nonlinear behavior but enhance actuator

nonlinear behavior.

The results in this chapter are limited to the scope of the simulations investigated.

In practice the optimization of the cost functions, and the utility of adaptive modal

damping will depend strongly on the nonlinear nature of the as-built Advanced LIGO

interferometers.
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Appendix A

Quadruple Pendulum Model

The quadruple pendulum x state space equations are listed here. 0 represents a zero

matrix and I represents the identity matrix. All units are SI. The control inputs U'

are in units of Newtons and are ordered from stage 1 to 4. The seismic disturbance

w is in units of meters and is applied to the pendulum's suspension point. The four

outputs are the stage 1 through 4 displacements in units of meters.

I B w [

.+ B , '= C .+ Du

.= [i

U [ u1

X2 £3

U2 U3

X4

U4

0 4x4 |I4x4
-297.3 163.5 0 0 i

A- 162.9 -267.2 104.2 0
0 57.8 -74.2 16.4
0 0 16.4 -16.4

131.4 0.046
B- 0 0

0 0
0 0

0 4x5

0 0 0
0.045 0 0

0 0.025 0
0 0 0.25
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C - [14x4|04x4] (A.6)

D - 04x5 (A.7)
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Appendix B

MATLAB® Code

This code generates all the components of a modal damping feedback loop for the

x dynamics of an Advanced LIGO quadruple pendulum. The top box is the master

code that calls all the other boxes. The code calls a file quad_x_model.mat. This file

is meant to contain the state space system given in Appendix A.

1 % Run this master code to generate the components of a modal damping

2 % loop for the x dynamics of an Advanced LIGO quadruple pendulum.

3

4 % system structure that contains all the plant information

5 % required for generating the modal damping.

6 sys = generate-system;

7 % The estimator. estimator-opt generates optimization plots.

8 [optimalR costmin] = estimatoropt(sys); % optimzation step

9 estimator = generate-vel-estimator(sys,optimalR);

10 % The control

11 control = generate-modalveldamp(sys);

12 % The coordinate transformation between modal and Cartesain

13 % coordinates

14 [phi modes] = ModalDecomp2(sys.plant); % mode shapes and freqs

15 Modal2Cartesion = phi'\eye(sys.ndof); % transformation matrix

16 % The full closed loop damped system

17 closed-loop = generate-vel closed-loop (sys,optimalR);
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1 function estimator = generate-vel-estimator(sys,R)

2 % This function generates the modal damping state estimator. The

3 % estimator is a state space variable (estimator.ss) with as many

4 % outputs as there are modes (sys.ndof), and as many inputs as there

5 % are controllable stages and sensor signals (sys.ndof+sys.v-size).

6 % The first inputs are the control forces at each stage, starting at

7 % the top. The last inputs are the top mass sensor signals. The

8 % outputs are the modal velocity signals in order of mode frequency.

9 %

10 % The estimator is designed using the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)

ii % method. The diagonal elements of the Q matrix are set by the

12 % amplitude of the modal velocity impulse responses. This emphasizes

13 % more accurate state estimation on the modes that contribute most to
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1 function sys=generate-system()

2 % Generates the modal damping quad pendulum model. The plant,

3 % sys.plant, has 4 outputs for the 4 stage displacements, ordered top

4 % to bottom. It has 5 inputs. The first is the seismic displacement

5 % input to stage 1. The following are the force inputs to the 4

6 % stages, ordered top to bottom. All units are SI.

7

8 load quad-x-model % loads state space model pendxmod

9 natural-damp = -0.001; % install some small natural damping

10

11 sys.plant = pendxmod; % model state space matrix

12 sys.plant.a(5:8,5:8) = natural-damp*eye(4); % add natural damping

13 sys.ndof=4; % number of plant degrees of freedom

14 sys.w-size=1; % number of seismic noise inputs

15 sys.v-size=l; % number of sensor noise inputs

16 sys.u-size=4; % Total number of control inputs.

17 % matrix transform that selects top mass actuator

18 sys.A=[l 0 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0];

19 % matrix transform that selects top mass sensor

20 sys.S=[l 0 0 0];



14 % the overall suspension velocity. An alternative design to emphasize

15 % the modes that couple most strongly to the test mass would be to

16 % scale the aforementioned amplitudes by how much they couple to the

17 % test mass.

18 %

19 % Since the Q matrix is hardcoded here, the only user option in the

20 % estimator design is to chose the LQR R matrix. This matrix weights

21 % how much we trust the noisy sensor signals. Smaller R means better

22 % damping but more sensor noise amplification. R must be a positive

23 % scalar value.

24 %

25 % The first input to this function is the sys variable generated by

26 % the function generate-system. The second input is the user chosen

27 % value for R.

28 %

29 % LQR minimizes the following cost function:

30 % J = [integral from 0 seconds to infinity) ( q'*Q*q + z'*R*z)*dt

31 % where q is the modal estimation error, and z is a variable

32 % proportional to the estimator's sensor noise amplification.

33

34 v-size = sys.v-size; % number of sensor signals

35

36 % Converting model into a modal form

37 [phi modes] = ModalDecomp2(sys.plant); % mode shapes and freqs.

38 % modal form of the state space A matrix

39 Am = sys.plant.a;

40 Am(sys.ndof+l:sys.ndof*2,1:sys.ndof)=...

41 phi\Am(sys.ndof+l:sys.ndof*2,1:sys.ndof)*phi;

42 % C matrix that selects available sensor signals

43 Ckn = [eye(vsize) zeros(vsize,2*sys.ndof-v-size)];

44 % modal form of Ckn

45 Cknm = [Ckn(:,l:sys.ndof)*phi zeros(v-size,sys.ndof)];

46

47 % Calculating the diagonal Q matrix. Q weights the cost of error in

48 % the modal state estimation. Bigger Q values mean we want smaller

49 % estimation error.
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so % Pendulum inertia matrix:

51 M = sys.plant.b(sys.ndof+1:end,1+sys.w-size:end)\eye (sys.ndof);

52 Mm = diag(diag(phi'*M*phi)); % Modal pendulum inertia matrix.

53 Q = zeros(2*sys.ndof); % initialization of Q for loop below.

54 % this loop calculates each diagonal element of Q one by one.

55 for ii=l:sys.ndof

56 % These elements correspond to modal velocities.

57 Q(ii+sys.ndof,ii+sys.ndof) = 1/Mm(ii,ii);

58 end

59 % The LQR cost function is specified in terms of squared states.

60 % This opperation makes Q consistent with the cost function.

61 Q = Q.^2;

62

63 % Estimator feedback matrix. This is the optimal LQR estimator design

64 % determined by the choice of Q and R

65 Lm = lqr(Am',Cknm',Q,R)'; % estimator feedback matrix.

66

67 % In the following estimator structure, only the field estimator.ss

68 % is needed. The other fields of merely informative to the user.

69 Bm = sys.plant.b(:,sys.w-size+l:end);

70 Bm(sys.ndof+1:2*sys.ndof,:) = phi\Bm(sys.ndof+1:2*sys.ndof,:);

71 Bm = [Bm Lm];

72 Cm = [zeros(4) eye(4)];

73 estimator.L = Lm; % estimator feedback matrix

74 estimator.B = Bm; % estimator b matrix

75 estimator.A = Am-Lm*Cknm; % estimator a matrix

76 estimator.C = Cm; % estimator c matrix

77 estimator.ss = ss(estimator.A,estimator.B,estimator.C,...

78 zeros(sys.ndof,sys.usize+vsize));

1 function control = generate-modal-veldamp(sys)

2 % This function compiles the modal damping feedback control. The input

3 % is the sys variable generated by generate-system. The output is a

4 % structure control, where the matrix field control.filters lists the

5 % modal damping filters for each mode on the diagonal.
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6 %

7 % The damping filters are scaled so that the closed loop damping

a % ratios are approximated the value multiplying each filter. For

9 % example, a damping ratio of 0.1 for mode 1 is obtained

10 % (approximately) by closing the mode 1 loop with

11 % 0.l*control.filters(l,l).

12

13 [phi modes] = ModalDecomp2(sys.plant); % mode shapes and frequencies

14 % Inertia matrix

15 M sys.plant.b(sys.ndof+l:end,l+sys.v-size:end)\eye(sys.ndof);

16 Mm = phi'*M*phi; % Modal inertia matrix

17 Mm = diag(diag(Mm)); % Ensuring the matrix is purely diagonal.

18 % modal to euler coordinate transformation for actuation forces

19 modal2euler = phi'\eye(sys.ndof);

20

21 % compiling the modal damping filters

22 for ii=l:length(modes)

23 % basic modal feedback filter

24 control-filter=generate-one-dof-vel-filter3 (modes(ii)*1,80);

25 % Applying some additional 10 Hz lowpass

26 control-filter = control-filter*bump(10,2,0.1);

27 % Scale the filter to be unity at the modal frequency.

28 control-filter = control-filter/...

29 abs (freqresp (control-filter, 2*pi*modes (ii)));

30 % scale factor applied to the filter so that the user chosen

31 % modal feedback gain is approximately equal to the closed loop

32 % damping ratio for that mode.

33 dampscale = 4*pi*modes(ii)*Mm(ii,ii)/(phi(l,ii)*modal2euler(l,ii));

34 control-filter = dampscale*control-filter;

35 filter-matrix(ii,ii)=controlifilter; %#ok<AGROW>

36 end

37 control.filters=filter-matrix;

38

39 function filter = generate-one-dof vel-filter3(freql,ph)

40 % Basic shape of the modal damping feedback filter. It is

41 % parameterized the modal frequency freql, and the angle, ph, of
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42 % the two complex low pass poles in the complex plane.

43

44 % complex low pass poles at 2.5 times the modal frequency

45 pairl = 2.5*(2*pi*freql)*exp([1i -li]*pi*ph/180);

46 filter=zpk([],-pairl,l); % low pass filter

47

48 function gain-boost=bump (fO,Q,atten)

49 % fO is the center freq (Hz), Q and atten control the width and height

50 %

51 % Brian Lantz Jan 23, 2003

52

53 top=l/Q;

54 bottom=atten/Q;

55

56 dhf=[l/(2*pi*fO)^2 2*top/(2*pi*fO) 1];

57 nhf=[l/(2*pi*fO)^2 2*bottom/(2*pi*fO) 1];

58 num=nhf;

59 den=dhf;

60 gain-boost = tf(num,den);

1 function [phi modes] = ModalDecomp2(plant)

2 % The function receives a state space system. Only the A matrix part

3 % of the state space is used here. There are two outputs, phi and

4 % modes. The first, phi, is the mode shape matrix. Each column

s % corresponds to a mode frequency. The columns are sorted in order of

6 % ascending mode frequency. The rows correspond to the system's

7 % degrees of freedom. The second output is modes. This is a vector

8 % listing the mode frequencies in ascending order in units of Hz.

9 % Each value corresponds the respective column of phi.

10 %

11 % Example: The vertical (bounce) model of the monolithic quad.

12 % [phi modes] = ModalDecomp2(vertmod)

13 % phi =

14 %

15 % 0.1618 -0.3355 0.6926 0.6993
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16 % 0.2840 -0.5244 0.5764 -0.7062

17 % 0.4496 -0.6247 -0.4306 0.1103

18 % 0.8313 0.4714 0.0511 -0.0042

19 %

20 % modes =

21 %

22 % 0.4428 0.9964 2.0061 3.4157

23 %

24 % The first column of phi is the mode shape of the 0.4428 Hz mode.

25 % Each row (unit length) represents the relative amplitude of motion

26 % for each stage. The first row is stage 1, the second stage 2,

27 % then stage 3, and finally stage 4 the test mass. The numbers here

28 % indicate that each stage is moving in phase with the others because

29 % they are all the same sign, and each stage moves slightly more than

30 % the stage directly above. The second column represents the 0.9964 H2

31 % mode. At this frequency the top three stages move in the opposite

32 % direction from stage 4. The fourth mode is largely the top two

33 % stages moving in opposite directions. The lower two stages

34 %hardly participate.

35 %

36 % Notes:

37 % The function assumes the A matrix has the

38 % form of

39 % A = zeros(ndof) eye(ndof)

40 % -M\K -b*eye(ndof) ]

41 % Where ndof is the number of degrees of freedom, M is the mass

42 % matrix, K is the stiffness matrix and b is some quantity of

43 % velocity damping. All LIGO quad and triple suspension models have

44 % this form and can be used with this function. The damping value is

45 % typically close to zero (e.g. 0.001), if not exactly zero.

46

47 % number of suspension degrees of freedom

48 ndof = size(plant.a,1)/2;

49 % negative of the lower left corner of the A state space matrix

50 invMK = -plant.a(ndof+1:2*ndof,l:ndof);

51 % raw modes shapes and frequencies
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[phi-temp modes] = eig(invMK);

% mode frequencies are converted from units of radians to Hz

modes(l,:) = sqrt(diag(modes))/(2*pi);

% modes are sorted

modes(2:end,:) = [];

[modes ind] = sort(modes);

phi = phi-temp(:,ind);

1 function [optimalR costmin] = estimator-opt(sys)

2 % This function finds the optimal R value for the estimator design.

3 % It finds this value by considering the closed loop settling time

4 % and sensor noise amplification.

noise-max = 10^-20;

f = 10;

Aw = 1.2508e-013;

Av = 1.0012e-010;

Av = Av/sqrt(2);

R-min = -10;

R-max = -4;

Rresolution = 50;

R = logspace(Rmin,

% m/sqrt(Hz): max 10 hz sensor noise amp allowed

% frequency to test LIGO sensitivity

% 10 Hz seismic noise

% 10 Hz OSEM sensor noise

% accounting for two sensors in use

% minimum R value: 10^R-min

% maximum R value: 10^R-max

% Number of R values to test

Rmax,Rresolution); % vector of R values to test

time = zeros(1,length(R)); % initialization of settling time vector

noise-amplitude = zeros(1,length(R)); % amplitude from sensor noise

for ii = 1:length(R)

% generate closed loop damping

closed-loop = generate-vel-closed-loop(sys,R(ii));

% calculate closed loop test mass settling time

time(ii) = calculate-settling-time (closed-loop(4,2));

% calculate closed loop sensor noise amplification

noise-amplitude(ii)=Av.*(squeeze(abs(freqresp(...

closed-loop(4,3),f*2*pi))));

end

time-cost = (time/10).^2; % settling time cost
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28 noise-cost = (noise-amplitude/noisemax) . ^2; % sensor noise cost

29 totalcost = time-cost + noisecost; % total cost

30 [costmin min-index] = min(total-cost); % minimum cost

31 optimalR = R(min-index); % optimal R value

32

33 % Generate optimization plots

34 textsize = 25;

35 linesize = 5;

36 figure

37 subplot(211)

38 semilogx(R,time,[R(1) R(end)],10*[l 1],'m','Linewidth',linesize)

39 grid on

40 set(gca,'Fontsize',textsize,'XLim',[R(l) R(end)],'YLim',[O 99])

41 legend('Performance', 'Requirement',2)

42 ylabel('Time (s)', 'Fontsize',textsize)

43 title('x Stage 4 Settling Settling time vs R', 'Fontsize',textsize)

44 subplot(212)

45 semilogx(R,noise-amplitude, [R(1) R(end)],noise-max*[1 1], 'm',.

46 'Linewidth',linesize)

47 grid on

48 set(gca, 'Fontsize',textsize, 'XLim', [R(1) R(end)])

49 xlabel('R', 'Fontsize',textsize)

50 ylabel('Amplitude m/sqrt(Hz)', 'Fontsize',textsize)

51 title('x Sensor Noise Contribution to Bottom Mass at 10 Hz vs R',...

52 'Fontsize',textsize)

53

54 figure

55 loglog(R,time-cost,R,noise-cost,R,total-cost, 'Linewidth',linesize)

56 grid on

57 set(gca, 'Fontsize',textsize, 'XLim', [R(1) R(end)],...

58 'YLim', [le-5 le3],'YTick',logspace(-5,3,9))

59 legend('Settling Cost, T-s^2','Sensor Noise Cost, max(N^2)',...

60 'Total Cost, J.R',3);

61 xlabel('R')

62 ylabel('Cost Values')

63 title('x Estimator Cost vs. R')
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64

65

66 function [timel time2]=calculatesettling-time (system)

67 % This function returns the 1/e, timel, and 10%, time2, settling

68 % times of system, system.

69

70 final-time = 1000; % test time up to this many seconds

71 time-res = le-2; % time resolution in seconds

72 error1 = exp(-1); % 36.79% settling error

73 error2 = 0.1; % 10% settling error

74

75 [y,t] = impulse (system,0:time-res:final-time); % impulse response

76

77 % Find 1/e settling time

78 ymax=max(abs(y));

79 indl=find(abs(y)>=abs(ymax*errorl));

80 indl=max(ind1);

81 if indl==length(t)

82 timel=final-time;

83 else

84 indl = ind1+1;

85 timel = t(indl);

86 end

87

88 % Find 10% settling time

89 ind2=find(abs(y)>=abs (ymax*error2));

90 ind2=max(ind2);

91 if ind2==length(t)

92 time2=final-time;

93 else

94 ind2 = ind2+1;

95 time2 = t(ind2);

96 end
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1 function closed-loop = generate-velclosed-loop(sys,R)

2 % Generate the closed loop modally damped pendulum. The order of

3 % the closed-loop inputs and outputs follow sys.plant, except there

4 % is an extra final input for the sensor noise.

5

6 [phi modes] = ModalDecomp(sys); % mode shapes and freqs

7 modal2cartesian = phi'\eye(sys.ndof); % modal to cart. transormation

8 control = generate-modal-vel-damp(sys); % modal feedback filters

9 estimator = generate-vel-estimator(sys,R); % estimator

10

ii % damping gains that damp to 1/e in 10 seconds for each mode

12 gains = l./(2*pi*modes(1:4)*9.0);

13 % mode 4 hardly couples to test mass, so use less gain

14 gains(4)=gains(4)/5;

15

16 % build closed loop system

17 m2r-imp = sys.A*modal2cartesian;

18 filtermodal2cartesian = m2r-imp*diag(gains)*control.filters;

19 plant-est-cont=append(sys.plant,estimator.ss, filtermodal2cartesian);

20 Q=[-ones(3*sys.u-size+sys.w-size,1) zeros(3*sys.u-size+sys.w-size,l)];

21 for ii = 1:sys.u-size

22 Q(ii, :) = [sys.w-size+ii -(2*sys.u-size+ii)]; % plant inputs

23 % Estimator control feedback inputs

24 Q(sys.u-size+ii,:)=[sys.w-size+sys.u-size+ii ...

25 -(2*sys.u-size+ii)];

26 if ii <= sys.vsize

27 % Estimator sensor inputs

28 Q(2*sys.usize+ii,:) = [sys.w-size2*sys.usize+ii ii];

29 end

30 % filter inputs

31 Q(sys.v-size+2*sys.u-size+ii,:) = .

32 [sys.w-size+sys.v-size+2*sys.u-size+ii,sys.u-size+ii];

33 end

34 % seismic inputs, coil inputs, and sensor inputs to estimator

35 input = [1:sys.w-size+sys.v-size sys.w-size+2*sys.u-size+...
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36 1:sys.wsize+2*Sys.usize+sys.v-Size];

37 output = 1:sys.u-size; % same outputs as original plant

38

39 closed-loop = connect (plant-e stcont, Q, input, output);
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Appendix C

Interferometer Feedback Filters

For the simulations presented in Chapter 8 the interferometer is controlled by applying

feedback forces to all four stages of the pendulum that is not modally damped. The

feedback filter transfer function for each stage is labeled Ci, where i refers to the

number of the stage. s is the Laplace variable. Each filter receives the change in

relative test mass displacement as the error signal. The actuators at stages 1 through

4 saturate at 449.6 mN, 12.7 mN, 0.48 mN, and 0.095 mN respectively.

C 6.2443 x 1013 (s + 8.145)3 (C.1)
S2(s + 32.77)3

8.1718 x 109(s + 10.41)(s + 3.142) (C.2)
s(s + 60.68)

5.9507 x 109 (s + 46.85) (C.3)C3 = (C.3(s + 273)

- 1.8507 x 107(s + 182.2) (C.4)
(s+ 1062)
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